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)assage 
of
 
Prop.  13 
causes  
;utbacks
 
in Ethnic 
Studies  
By Cindy 
Tong 
The 
passage
 of Proposition
 13 by 
tlifornia  
voters is 
beginning  to 
ve an 
effect on many 
levels of 
ate  and 
local
 institutions.
 
According to the
 chairpersons
 of 
e three
 ethnic studies 
departments, 
SJSU:
 Afro-American
 Studies, 
exican  
American  
Graduate  
udies 
(MAGS)  
and 
Asian  
nerican
 Studies
 (AAS), 
Gov. 
-own's 
request  to 
"tighten
 up our 
Its" has had 
an
 indirect affect
 in 
veral ways. 
Common
 within 
the three 
Tartments  
are  
declining
 
rollment 
figures
 this 
semester.
 
Afro-American 
Studies has
 
ffered 
a significant 
drop
 in its 
rollment for 
the first time 
ever,  
r. Maria 
Smallwood,  acting 
iairwoman said. 
The figures show
 the total 
unber  of students 
enrolled  in the 
partment's classes has 
dropped 
om 704 last semester 
to ap-
oximately 600 this term. 
Smallwood 
attributes
 the
 drop 
enrollment figures to a 
"domino 
feet" which begins in the 
job 
arket with Third World people. 
She believes
 inflation, 
economic
 
pression  and the lack of jobs has 
rced many students to 
look  for 
rt-time work. 
"If the family is in trouble, she 
id, "the student is 
expected  to 
Ing in there and help out 
any  way 
issible."
 
This takes the 
student
 away 
om classes and hurts the  depart-
ent's enrollment. 
MAGS is hurting from 
a drop in 
enrollment figures, 
Dr.  Felix 
arcia, 
department  chairman said, 
cause
 MAGS relies on teachers
 to 
moll in its 
courses. 
"When the teachers aren't
 
orking 
(due  to faculty cutbacks
 in 
eir
 schools), our enrollment goes 
wn and stays 
down because 
less  
asses are offered." 
Ray Lou, coordinator 
of AAS, 
id a large
 part of ethnic 
studies
 
partments 
are dependent upon 
n -traditional students 
 those not 
the business or engineering
 fields 
t 
rather
 in the social sciences  
o come from 
low-income 
milies. 
"With a cut in 
income due to 
flation," he said, "these students 
!ed a means
 of livelihood and 
are 
reed to find
 work instead of 
taking
 
ir classes." 
Lou believes another
 reason for 
e drop in enrollment is students 
e looking 
to more secure 
jobs
 and 
occupations
 in an unstable
 economy 
and are 
turning  to other 
majors.  
The  loss of staff and 
faculty  is 
also a 
result of the 
declining 
enrollments  since 
departments  are 
alloted money
 based on the 
number
 
of students enrolled
 in the classes, 
the three
 believe. 
Their 
departments  
have
 also 
suffered from 
cutbacks  in work 
study and 
student
 assistant 
money  
which
 is needed to hire 
an adequate  
number of office
 staff workers. 
Garcia  said much of 
his
 office 
work load has 
been  put on him and 
his secretary because not enough 
help could be 
hired.  
"I'm even having to do my own 
typing now," he said. 
Cutbacks in money for supplies
 
and audio visual equipment has 
hampered the departments. 
"It will be difficult to provide 
quality in the classes," Garcia said.
 
"We now will have to depend more 
on the 
lectures
 instead of audio 
visual aids and 
handouts." 
AAS will be affected because of 
its heavy reliance on student -
Police
 
suppressing
 
assault
 
information
 
By Stephen Cohodas 
Information surrounding the 
investigation by San 
Jose city police 
into the sexual assault of 
two SJSU 
women students is being suppressed 
by police officials, the Daily 
has 
learned. 
Capt.
 Stanley Horton, sexual 
crimes unit 
supervisor,  said the 
"professional ethics"
 of the media 
precluded  their 
access to 
in-
formation about
 victims of sexual 
abuse.  
"I don't want to 
hear  of any 
other reporters from your paper
 
interviewing those two women," 
Horton 
said in response to a story 
which appeared
 in the Daily Feb. 8. 
The police 
department
 and 
"other Bay Area media" had agreed
 
"not to cover" stories of sexual 
violence,
 Horton said. He refused to 
comment further on the case but 
invited this reporter to the police 
station for a 
discussion
 of police 
views on the media's "professional 
ethics."
 
A check by the Daily with two 
San Jose news 
agencies,  however, 
indicateed no agreement
 to suppress 
information between the police 
and 
the press exists. 
"It sounds 
like he's handing
 you 
a 
fast  line," 
said
 KXRX radio
 Day 
Editor  Chuck 
Majewski.  "I've
 never 
heard of 
such
 an agreement."
 
San 
Jose 
Mercury 
News 
Assistant 
City Editor
 
William
 
Sunderland  
said
 his 
newspaper  had 
no such 
relationship  with the 
city  
police. 
"It's totally news to me," he 
said. "It doesn't sound like 
something we would do. It's totally 
against our policy." 
The Daily has 
learned  that Sgt. 
Peter Graves is investigating
 two 
crimes related to what the women 
said was an armed attack, burglary
 
and felonious assault. 
As of 
press time Friday, no 
suspect had
 been arrested. 
community involvement
 projects. 
"If the agencies we are involved 
with are closed down because of 
Proposition
 13 cutbacks," Lou said, 
"the amount of 
participation
 we can 
have
 affects the establishment of a 
strong 
working  relationship." 
Lou and Garcia believe 
the state 
has a surplus of money available,
 
but the passage of Proposition 13 has 
put a "whack on the local
 govern-
ments," Garcia said. 
As
 a result, local governments 
are demanding the state 
supplement 
their budgets which
 in turn, drains 
the state's 
budget. This, the 
two  
believe, 
indirectly  affects the
 
university as 
a whole. 
The 
survival  of ethnic 
studies
 
programs is 
now at stake 
because
 of 
the direct 
consequences of 
Proposition 
13,  Lou said. 
Smallwood
 
believes
 Afro-
American
 Studies will 
have to have 
a strong 
outreach  program
 in order 
to get 
some  strong 
support  for 
enrollment into 
its classes. 
'Lou believes
 ethnic studies 
programs have not yet begun to feel 
the 
effects
 of Proposition 13 and "we 
now are only 
in the 
(Continued on back page) 
photo 
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 Dyke 
Lee Letchworth is spreading the word about
 operation SHARE 
while performing 
for SJSU students. Letchworth, a student at Cal 
State 
Hayward,  practiced his routine Thursday 
afternoon in front 
of the Student Union cafeteria. 
He
 plans to audition his act for 
work at the Cannery in San Francisco. 
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Administration  of Justice
 hit  
Tighter 
budget 
affects
 
morale  
By Ethan Winston 
Proposition 13 has 
meant  fewer 
professional journals to study with 
and fewer handouts in class for 
Administration  of Justice students, 
said Jack 
Kuykendall, acting 
department chairman.
 
These are the visible
 results of 
tighter budgets that have come since 
3ridder
 
takes
 
lesser  charge 
risby pleads 
no contest' 
Spartan 
gridder
 Dexter 
Tisby 
eaded 
no
 contest 
to a 
isdemeanor
 charge
 of 
authorized 
use of a motor 
vehicle 
Santa Clara
 Municipal Court
 after 
ur months spent 
in and out of court 
Tisby was 
arrested Oct. 13 by 
niversity 
Police in front of West 
all in connection with the Aug. 4 
r theft reported by Anderson-
ehel Porsche Audi. A 
parking  
ntrol officer cited
 the owner of the 
hicle for a parking violation. 
, In a routine computer check, 
niversity Police found the car had 
ten reported stolen two months 
3 rlier.
 
Tisby entered 
a not guilty plea 
,ov. 7 to charges of 
grand theft auto 
nd possession of stolen property. 
However, 
during
 the next 
three  
ionths,
 Public 
Defender 
Tim 
,allahan  
successfully
 
negotiated
 
ie 
original 
charges  down
 to a 
iisdemeanor 
violation "for
 tactical 
'asons."
 Tisby 
pleaded 
no
 contest 
the
 violation last 
Wednesday. 
"If it 
were  taken to trial, Dexter 
realized that there
 is a chance he 
would have  lost," explained 
Hallahan, "but this way he's not 
risking a felony charge being put on 
his record." 
According to Hallahan, the 
judge 
took  it into consideration that 
Tisby is young, has 
never  been in 
trouble and is "the clean-cut type." 
Another consideration was that 
"there may or may 
not have been a 
misunderstanding  
involved  here," 
he added 
and  that Anderson-Behel 
Porsche 
Audi
 did not want to press
 
felony
 charges. 
The 
misunderstanding
 arose 
because  Tisby 
claimed
 that car 
dealer Dave Parker
 had loaned him 
the Audi
-Fox  on Aug. 
4. Parker 
disputed
 the claim, 
saying  the un-
derstading 
was  that Tisby 
would  test 
drive the car 
and return within 
15
 to 
20 minutes. 
The  incident 
"definitely  
remains hazy," according
 to 
Hallahan.
 
"I'm not 
saying
 Dexter is guilty
 
or innocent  only 
he
 knows that," 
he said. "We pleaded 
no
 contest for 
tactical reasons. It was 
wrong  
civilly,
 but not criminally. The main 
thing is that he is accepting
 
Plea 
of
 
'not 
guilty'
 
3ntered
 by 
Jenkins
 
By 
Phetsy  Calloway 
and Mark 
Schwenden  
Accused rapist James
 Edward 
enkins 
entered  a plea of innocent 
hursday morning in 
San  Jose 
lunicipal
 Court before Judge 
ionald 
Chapman. 
According to Deputy 
Little,  
ailiff for 
department  nine of the  
iunicipal Court, Jenkins will have a 
retrial  hearing and preliminary 
xamination
 of evidence
 Thursday. 
Jenkins has 
been charged 
with 
7 
counts,
 including
 rape, 
attempted  
ape and assault  with
 a 
deadly 
mapon,
 according 
to 
San  Jose 
police.
 
Two 
women were 
attacked  on 
ampus 
between
 the Speech 
and 
Drama 
Building  and Library North 
on the evening 
of Jan. 11, according 
to Lt. Larry K. James of the 
University police.
 
The suspect's photo was 
positively 
identified in a photo lineup 
by
 one of the women, 
James  said. 
Jenkins was 
arrested by San 
Jose Police Jan. 
21 in connection 
with a 
rape  that occurred
 Jan. 20 in 
San 
Jose.  
Jenkins,
 a former
 employee
 of 
California 
Plant 
Protection  
Inc., is 
being 
held
 on 
$250,000  
bail.  The 
20
-
year
-old
 suspect 
is also being
 held on 
California  
Youth
 Authortiy 
parole, 
according 
to Deputy 
Virginia  Casey 
of the 
Sheriff's  
Department.  
responsibiltiy for 
what he's done and 
he's paying for it." 
Tisby has
 paid 81,000, 
half of the 
amount owed 
to Anderson-Behel for
 
rental fees, slight
 damage to the car 
and towing costs,
 Parker said. 
The SJSU 
wide  receiver, 
who  
was 
suspended 
from
 the team 
until  
dispensation
 of the 
case  and unable 
to play 
football 
last
 season, 
has 
returned
 to practice 
and plans to 
play 
next
 season. 
A sentence
 will be determined
 
on 
March 14 at 2:30 p.m. According 
to Hallahan, 
Tisby  could receive a 
fine of up 
to $1,000 and up to one year 
in jail. 
"But that (jail) 
is not what's 
going to happen," he added. 
last June. 
Not so apparent, 
he 
believes, 
but also affecting
 the 
quality of 
education  in his 
depart-
ment
 is the lower 
morale of the 
teaching staff. 
"The key to 
understanding  the 
effects
 of Proposition 
13 is to realize 
right now 
we have a good 
faculty,"  
he said. "But with a 
smaller budget 
will we be 
able
 to retain that 
quality
 
in the future?" 
"As
 for the quality 
of our staff, 
attracting and 
retaining them,
 
Proposition
 13 has had a 
negative 
effect." 
Kuykendall  
spoke
 of one in-
structor 
in his department
 who he 
described 
as
 enjoying a 
national 
reputation, 
that  has begun to look 
for 
another job,
 one outside the 
CSUC 
system. 
"He's job 
hunting because 
of his 
concern for 
the  level of support 
our 
program is 
and  will be 
receiving  
from the state." 
Attracting 
new faculty 
mem-
bers may also 
become  more 
difficult
 
if the state pay 
scale continues 
to
 
remain the  same, 
Kuykendall  said. 
Even if Proposition
 13 does have 
this result and 
Kuykendall  is not 
sure 
it will, he 
believes
 the ad-
ministration  of justice 
program  at 
SJSU has two 
things going 
for  it 
when recruiting
  the quality of the 
program 
here and the school's 
location in the Bay Area. 
Regional consolidation of 
departments is being discussed in 
the
 state capital as one way of 
coping with smaller budgets for the 
CSUC system. 
Kuykendall said he doesn't
 know 
what will happen to SJSU's Ad-
ministration 
of Justice program if 
this happens.
 
"Sacramento State has a 
big  
department, perhaps larger than 
our own," he said. "I don't know if 
we would continue to exist if there 
would be only one department in 
Northern California. 
"If it does come down to one 
department ( in 
Northern California ) 
it's obvious we can't 
all  stay." 
Kuykendall 
believes
 the 
longevity of SJSU's program and its 
high quality 
will probably assure the 
department's continued 
existence.  
He noted Hayward State also 
has 
an Administration of Justice 
program 
but said since its program 
only started two 
or three years ago 
"it makes sense it 
would integrate 
with us." 
The number 
of sections being 
offered by the 
department  has not 
decreased. The 
schedule  of classes 
shows the number
 of sections of-
fered has
 increased each semester 
since 
spring
 1978. 
Specialty classes 
have  not been 
reduced 
either, 
according
 to 
Kuykendall.  
Sharing
 teachers 
with 
different
 departments
 is one 
way he 
is 
considering  keeping 
the ad-
ministration
 of 
justice 
program
 
flexible in the 
future.  
"This  may 
or
 may not 
be a 
direct  result 
of Proposition
 13," he 
said. 
"Administration
 of Justice 
is a 
multi -discipline
 department.
 We try 
to teach 
criminology 
from
 as many 
viewpoints  as 
possible.  
"It 
might  be an 
advantage  to 
bring 
together  
the  different
 
disciplines.
 Obviously
 it's not 
an
 
advantage
 to 
someone
 who 
could  
lose a 
job  though. 
"Budget
 reductions
 have caused
 
light  decreases"
 in the 
amount  of 
money
 available
 to the 
department,  
said 
Kuydendall.  
"Actually 
we don't 
control  much
 money, 
$4,500 to 
$5,000."  
Most cuts,
 he said, 
are  decided
 
at
 faculty 
meetings.  Fewer
 supplies 
are available
 now, travel 
monies are 
less and 
fewer  hours 
are available
 to 
work study
 students,
 he said. 
Less photo 
copying 
is allowed 
and 
Kuydendall
 noted 
some
 classes
 
that did 
not have 
good 
textbooks
 
available
 in the 
past have
 depended
 
on 
handouts. 
ampus  
Ii rary 
plans
 
change  
By 
Chuck 
Henrikson  
The new library will probably be 
as big as planned, still 
solar heated, 
and still
 carpeted, but 
otherwise
 
quite different,
 according to 
preliminary  design 
change  
proposals made
 last week. 
Bids on the new 
building  came in 
at least 
$2
 million 
over
 the $10 
million allotment
 last month. 
"We are at the
 point now where 
we just
 have to reduce
 the cost of 
that 
building,"  
Handel
 Evans, 
associate
 executive 
vice
 president, 
said. 
A 
meeting 
was held 
last week 
between
 SJSU 
President
 Gail 
Fullerton, 
Evans, 
the 
architect,
 
representatives
 from 
the chan-
cellor's
 office 
and  the 
state
 to 
determine
 what 
adjustments  
to
 
make in 
the  design of 
the new 
library.  
"It 
appears
 to 
me from
 our 
meeting  that 
we will 
not  have to 
go 
back 
and 
totally
 re
-design  
the
 
building,"
 Evans 
said, 
adding  
that
 
some
 
changes
 in 
the 
design  
are
 
being
 
considered  
that 
will  not 
"seriously
 
affect
 the 
building 
in 
terms
 of its 
usage.  We 
are  
anxious
 to 
maintain  
the
 size of 
the library.
 We 
also 
wanted  to 
maintain  
the  solar 
heating 
and 
cooling.  We 
didn't 
want
 
to make
 amendments
 to 
that."  
One of 
the 
changes
 being
 con-
sidered  is 
a re
-design
 of the
 struc-
tural
 system,
 
particularly  
the roof,
 
at) 
which in the current design is a  clear 
span requiring expensive 
precast 
concrete beams about 70 
feet long. 
They are considering a less -
expensive structure that would 
incorporate columns for support. 
The change in structure would 
permit, and necessitate a change in 
the roof design. 
The current roof plan calls for 
some rather exotic 
materials  that 
match the expansion and con-
traction  characteristics of the long 
beams.
 
The columned structure 
would  
permit the use 
of
 a more con-
ventional roof design 
that
 wouldn't 
need to contract or expand as much. 
The change to the structure also 
demands a re -design of the lighting 
system since the beams would be 
situated differently and the columns 
would interfere with the 
present
 
lighting pattern. 
Alterations to the method of 
attachment of the lights is also being 
considered for cost savings. 
A change in one area of the 
design  requires other changes to be 
made, such as the proposed struc-
II
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lure
 change leading to 
changes  in 
the roof and 
lighting,
 Evans said. 
Carpeting for the new library 
has been discussed 
as a possible 
victim of the
 design cutback. 
"Carpeting appears to be a 
luxury, but in fact it isn't," Evans 
said. Carpeting does not cost  much 
more than tile initially, and in terms 
of maintenance costs it is cheaper. 
Evans also cited the sound-
proofing qualities of carpeting which 
are very desirable in a library. 
Some 
of the finishes,
 such as 
paint
 and concrete 
treatments  are 
being 
examined
 to cut costs.
 
The 
building  should 
go
 back out 
to bid within
 "the next 
couple of 
months,"
 Evans 
said.  
The 
bidding
 period will 
last for 
30 
days,  after 
which  the 
CSUC
 
trustees will 
have 60 days to 
decide 
whether to 
award the bid
 to one of 
the contractors or 
start again. 
The 
architect,  John 
Pfleuger  
Associates  of San 
Francisco,  is 
currently making 
adjustments  in the 
design in hopes
 of cutting costs. 
"We're all kaping our fingers 
crossed that those cuts will com-
pensate for the overbid," Evans 
said. "The 
thing that everyone 
wants to avoid is 
cutting  the building 
back in quality 
and  then having it 
come in at $12 
million
 again because 
of inflation, so 
you  get less building
 
for more money." 
 
Page  2, 
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forum 
New 
hopes,
 new
 
fears
 
China-U.S.
 
agreement
 
By Cindy 
Tong 
It's the new year of the Ram, 
4677.  
, 
During a time when Chinese 
should be celebrating
 this new year 
with 
new  hopes, new dreams and 
new beginnings, there
 is aLso a new 
fear 
lurking  in the wings. 
The 
decision  to recognize the 
Republic 
of China as the "real" 
China 
has thrown Chinese American 
communities
 into a growing sense of 
panic. 
This 
fear
 is spreading and if 
there is such a 
thing as a" self-
fulfilling prophecy,"
 it will effect not 
only Chinese Americans,
 but also 
Asian Americans
 as a whole. 
There have
 been many views 
expressed 
as to the pros and cons of 
recognizing China by Asian 
Americans. 
. For years, Chinese 
immigrant  
parents have told 
their children 
what
 it would mean to once again be 
able to see the homeland 
and  their 
family 
left behind in China. 
Many of these
 parents, such as 
my father, 
worked at least two jobs -
15 hours
 a day, seven  days a week
to make 
enough  money to try and 
bring their families out of China. 
My father also sent thousands of 
dollars back to his 
family for sup-
port,  as well as raising his own 
family here in America. 
Many had not heard from their 
families in China since Mao's 
 takeover in the 
1940s.
 when any hope 
- of future emigration out of China 
was cut off. 
We, as kids, heard stories of how 
Communist troops swarmed into the 
villages and robbed, tortured and 
killed the people, complete with 
details enough
 to give a small child 
nightmares.
 
The first immigrants who came 
to America never really intended to 
. stay, but there
 was never enough 
looney
 saved
 to return 
home. 
. So they toiled in the 
sweatshops,  
restaurants and laundries,
 doing 
 "women's work" and menial 
jobs no 
other "dignified" person
 would ever 
think  of doing. 
 Stories of herioc escapes
 out of 
Communist China from 
refugees
 
who swam to Hong Kong 
in shark -
infested waters 
gave even more 
hope. 
Sometimes, 
the dreams were too 
long in the making to catch
 up with 
reality.
 My father's mother died 
in
 
1965, one year 
before he was ready to 
bring her over.
 He had not seen her 
since 1929. 
But 
for some, the dream 
of 
bringing 
their families over from 
China may still be 
possible since the 
Cindy 
Tong is  a 
Spartan Daily 
reporter
 
turn 
of political events
 may have 
opened the
 doors of 
immigration  
where it 
once
 seemed 
impossible.
 
As for 
the now 
defunct
 
Taiwanese  
government,  
although
 it 
does 
not seem to 
think so, 
many
 of 
its' people still
 hold fast to 
Chiang 
Kai-sheck's 
dream,  to once and 
for  
all
 drive out the 
Communists 
and 
regain 
control as 
the rightful 
government  of China. 
My 
:other  used to always say, 
"We'll all go 
back to China 
when 
Chiang leads the way..." 
So much for 
dreams.  
Taiwanese exchange 
students in 
America have 
been careful as to 
what they say and 
where  they say it 
in regards
 to opinions on 
the 
recognition of China. 
After all, 
they
 are only 
students
 
and  the threat of 
deportation  hangs 
over
 them like a guillotine 
waiting to 
fall on those
 "undesirable aliens." 
The fear of 
retaliation also adds 
to the fear for 
themselves  and their 
families. 
For Asian 
Americans, both 
views pose a certain 
amount of fear 
and a sense of 
paranoia is taking 
shape. 
A few months
 ago, the director 
of a federal law 
enforcement  agency 
released a statement
 cautioning 
other law enforcement
 agencies, 
about the possibility 
of
 foreign spies 
in light of the recoognition
 of China. 
The statement 
warned  all 
security
 personnel to keep 
an
 eye on 
those who 
were
 known to be Com-
munists and 
to be aware that the 
possible influx 
of new immigrants 
who may be 
coming
 into the U.S. 
Michelle 
Marvin
 
drop
 
your
 hot
 
suit!  
By Phetsy Calloway 
Michelle 
Triola Marvin is 
causing me grief . 
Ms. Marvin is suing her 
roommate of six 
years, actor Lee 
Marvin, for half
 of the $3 million in 
holdings he accumulated during the 
time they lived together. 
She maintains that because she 
agreed  to give up her 
career
 and 
 
devote  herself to I.ee's happiness, he 
should
 compensate her for lost 
employment.  
Her suit effectively 
puts  me in 
Phetsy Calloway 
is a 
Spartan Daily 
reporter  
the position of 
being  a married 
womanwhich
 is not a 
position  I 
wish to 
be in. 
As do many other women of my 
generation,  I chose to live with the 
man I love, rather 
than marry him. I 
did not make this choice because I 
wanted a trial
 marriage or the 
advantages of a 
supportive  
relationship  without the respon-
sibilities. 
I made this choice because 
I 
wanted my personal life to be 
something that was personally 
structured by my  companion and 
myself, 
not  defined by the govern-
mental and societal institutions of 
marriage.  
There 
are,
 of course, many 
paralleLs between the forms of 
marriage and those of a living -
together relationship. 
But the 
differences, 
subtle 
though they 
may  be, are 
important  
to 
me. 
It is 
important
 to me 
that  my 
relationship 
is. in no way
 based upon
 
the 
principle  of 
least  resistance,
 that 
my
 partner 
and I are 
invested  in 
making  this 
relationship  work
 
because we 
care for each 
other,  not 
becau.se "a divorce 
would  be so 
much 
hassle."
 
It is 
important  to me 
that my 
own 
identity  does 
not 
become  
submerged
 in that of 
an
 official 
mate.
 
Michelle
 Marvin's  suit 
has in-
vited 
the
 
government  to 
become 
involved
 
in the 
lives of the two 
million
 
persons
 in 
this country who, 
according
 
to 
U.S.  
Bureau 
of
 the 
Census  
figures,
 
are 
living
 together. 
It 
is 
an
 
invitation
 to apply 
the 
: 
law
 
where
 
it 
should  have no 
'jurisdiction.
 
The  
Marvin  
suit is a 
virtual 
admission that 
individuals 
are not capable of 
dealing with their 
own emotional
 lives without
 
governmental  assistence. 
It is my opinion
 that if Ms. 
Marvin wanted
 the legal 
advantages
 
of a wife, she 
should have insisted
 on 
marriage.
 
I understand how 
difficult it can 
be to disbelieve 
one's lover, but 
surely Ms. 
Marvin  must be familiar
 
with the 
fact that in divorces, it is 
not uncommon
 for spouses to divide
 
only that 
property  they are 
ordered
 
to 
split, regardless of whatever 
honeyed promises they may have 
made. 
Accordingly, 
she  should have 
either obtained a written support 
contract or maintained her em-
ployment. Indeed, if she 
is
 not in-
capacitated, she should go back to 
work and drop her suit. 
Such an action would allow all
 of 
us "fallen women" to once again 
claim our honor and quit wondering 
if big brother will 
shortly
 order us to 
the ironing board, wedding license 
or not. 
could
 be 
foreign
 
spies.  
This statement, 
combined
 with 
the 
recent  wave of immigrants 
from
 
Vietnam and 
Korea, has caused 
some concern 
among Asian 
Americans. Many are 
looking back 
into history and 
discovering  some 
very ugly things. 
What  it 
comes  
down
 to, is a 
fear 
of the 
"yellow
 peril" 
syndrome  
and
 
America's 
paranoia  of the 
"invading 
yellow  hordes" 
returning.  
Yes, this 
is
 1979, but the
 fear is 
real and 
justified 
based  on 
Asian  
American 
history over 
the past 120 
years.
 After 
each 
wave
 of im-
migration
 bt the 
Chinese,  
Japanese
 
and 
Philipinos,
 acts 
of
 violence 
were  
tolerated  
and
 exclusion 
laws were 
passed  by the 
legislature  in 
efforts  to 
keep them out. 
Thousands  
of 
Japanese  
Americans
 were 
interred  in the 
concentration
 camps for 
"security 
reasons"  when 
the  nation 
panicked
 
at
 the 
thought
 of 
foreign
 spies 
in
 
their back yards. 
If 
history repeats itself,
 as some 
historians 
say,
 Asians in 
America  
may find 
themselves  at the 
mercy  of 
a new wave
 of anti -Asian sentiments
 
brought on by 
the fear of "others"
 
treading into 
their  "free" country. 
Perhaps it has 
already
 started 
with Bakke.
 
Oh, one more 
thing. For those of 
you who would think it 
clever
 to say 
to 
me,  "If you don't like it 
here,  why 
don't you go back?" 
I 
have an official U.S. birth 
certificate. 
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" 
Taxpayer
 cheated 
by
 
By Norman Gotwetter 
The  California State
 University 
and 
Colleges  (CSUC) 
system is 
ripping 
of 95 percent of 
California 
taxpayers.  
It's being accomplished
 by their 
library check-out
 policies, which 
state that 
only the following can
 
check 
out materials Lom
 the 19 
CSUC libraries: 
 Faculty,
 full or 
part-time;
 
-- Registered 
students, un-
dergraduate
 or graduate, 
full
 or 
part-time; 
 
Staff members; 
 Summer session, 
extension or 
external  degree
 program 
students; 
-- Other library
 
patrons 
as
 determined by 
the len-
ding 
library.  
Although
 special courtesy
 cards 
are 
available  to certain 
others, the 
result is 
such
 that only a 
privileged  
few can use 
what  they pay for. 
The 
numbers  speak 
for them-
selves. 
The money to 
support  those 
libraries comes 
entirely from the 
state, which 
means  more than 
8.8  
million California
 taxpayers. 
Norman 
Gotwetter is a 
Spartan Daily reporter 
But the 
entire  faculty 
and  
student
 attendance at 
all  19 CSUC 
campuses, 
as of the 
fall 1978 
semester, 
was only 323.401, ac-
cording to the 
Chancellor's  office. 
Even taking into account the 
special 
circumstances
 which allow 
others 
to
 check out materials,
 this 
still means 
only  five percent of 
Californians can take 
advantage  of 
what they 
pay for. 
In these days 
of Proposition 13 
cutbacks,
 to so 
severly  screw 
over  
the taxpayers
 indicates the 
depth  to 
which some
 people will
 go. 
Those 
in charge offer 
an ex-
planation of 
why this 
check-out  
policy exists. 
They
 say the library 
is 
here
 to help the 
students and 
faculty. 
"To change
 the policy 
would  be 
to deprive 
the students 
and  faculty 
of books 
and other 
materials
 they 
need," 
according to 
Jo Bell 
Whitlatch,
 SJSU 
circulation 
librarian.  
There is 
also the 
argument
 that 
the library 
does not 
have  the 
letters
 
Neglected 
resources now to serve adequately 
the faculty and students, much less 
the 
public.  
Perhaps, but one must
 
remember that whatever resources 
they do have, they got from the 
public till. A nice way 
to
 return the 
favor, 
don't  you think? 
It may be true that the 
preferable use of the campus 
libraries would be to reserve them 
CSUC
 
for faculty 
and  students, but we're 
talking in reality now, a post 
Proposition 13 reality. 
While some 
public  services are 
being cut, millions of dollars are 
being spent for the 
benefit
 of al 
handful
 of Californians. 
How do you feel about not being 
able to use something you pay for , 
and support? 
 
Editor: 
Amidst the recent rash of letters 
concerning the insufficient
 
"distribution of athletic coverage to 
minor sports," by the Daily's sports 
pages, I've been motivated to add a 
little insight into the matter  the 
Daily sports section has some fine 
points and at least one glaring 
drawback.  
The current sports staff has 
accounted for enjoyable reading 
during the first two weeks of school 
with some good changes and new 
ideas, including in-depth features, 
interesting  columns, "This 'n That," 
a sports schedule, reader feedback 
and comprehensive coverage of the
 
major sports ( baseball and 
basketball).
 
But that's the catch. Although 
the staff has done an outstanding job 
of reporting these two sports, it has 
neglected to mention I 
even  in the 
schedule)
 the superior performance 
by 
the Spartan fencing team at the 
Northern California finals on Feb.3. 
Granted, the fencing team 
doesn't make any money and it 
doesn't attract big crowds, but it has 
won numberous team titles
 for the 
school( the women's team 
has won 
the past four or five national 
championships). The fencers' 
showing a 1-2-3 sweep in all four 
divisions, merited at least an inch of 
space. 
Of course, the question of 
newsworthiness can be raised by the 
sports editor, and, admittedly, many 
more people are interested in 
baseball and basketball
 than in 
fencing. But how 
many people would 
rather read about other school's 
baseball games (10 inches in the 
Feb. 5 edition than an 
SJSU 
championship team? 
Although some sports 
may  not 
seem important enough to deem 
attention, a chief function 
of a 
newspaper is to inform its reader-
ship, 
whether.it be with two inches of 
agate type or a 
banner headline. 
When certain events
 are not 
reported, that 
fundamental  is 
violated. 
In essence, the 
Daily's  sports 
staff
 should not ignore some 
sports 
in its 
overemphasis  of others. 
Mike
 Barnhart 
Journalism junior 
Greeted 
Editor:  
How 
many 
students
 this 
spring 
term,  
were
 
greeted
 with 
these 
friendly  
words 
from 
their 
in-
structors;  
"We  sure 
have  a big 
class  
and I'm glad to have you, but what 
are you all doing in here? Don't you 
know there aren't any jobs in this 
field?" 
The above professor's statement 
was in a public relations 
class.
 I've 
heard tales of very 
similar scenes 
from journalism
 students, 
recreation 
majors,  and persons 
hoping for 
a chance at fame and
 
success in the field 
of education. 
Ah, what is 
the  answer to the 
question
 of how to reap a profitable 
education? What is the method
 of 
entering a career in which one
 can 
enjoy internal 
satisfaction  and 
monetary 
reward? Career coun-
seling 
is one important factor. 
Gaining a little bit of 
experience  in 
whatever field
 catches your fancy 
can also keep you out of the
 "No 
jobs, 
eh,"
 syndrome. 
Experiential learning 
learning  
through on-the-job experience   is 
becoming a much accepted form of 
education.  SJSU is lucky to have
 two 
on -campus agencies that deal ex-
pressly in offering students ex-
periential learning programs. They 
are Co-operative Education, located 
in Building Q, 277-2951 and 
SCALE,
 
located 
in the Office of Student 
Programs
 and Services, 277-2187. 
Both programs
 place students in 
organizations, 
industries
 or agen-
cies where students work under the 
guidance of trained professionals. 
Students 
obtain
 contacts, experience 
or just a chance ot test 
career
 
aspirations
 before an entire 
education is wasted. 
Co-operative  
Education
 offers paid internships 
and elective units in some cases, 
while SCALE provides students with 
units of elective credit.
 
Dave 
Burkhardt  
Mass 
Communications,
 graduate 
Awareness
 
Editor: 
In 
recommendation
 to 
Black  
Awareness  
Month,
 I am writing
 this 
letter to my 
fellow  black 
brothers
 
and sisters.
 I would like to 
point out 
the 
condition  of Black 
Americans as 
a whole and especially
 the black 
youths, who are 
on the brink of 
disaster. 
Of course, the 
average  income 
for blacks has 
increased  sub-
stantially  over the 
years,
 but the 
increase isn't in 
proportion  with the 
rate 
of
 inflation or 
equivalent  to the 
average 
white income. 
Many
 of the 
social barriers
 are gone, but 
economically there 
is a definite gap. 
While the number of 
black famlies 
who could be considered middle -
income 
has  increased, the 
number  of 
black families
 living below the 
poverty level has
 also increased. 
This is 
largely  due to 
new 
generations  of 
youth who 
have
 no 
work experience
 or proper 
training.
 
At the request 
of the American
 
public,
 the president
 and his ad-
ministration  has 
addressed
 inflation 
as the 
nation's No. 
1 problem. 
The  
President's
 anti-inflation
 plan will 
worsen the 
plight of blacks
 who are 
already  
economically  
deficient.  
With  the 
slowdown
 of 
economic
 
growth 
as
 a result of 
not only the
 
anti-inflation 
plan,  but the 
American  
dollar  abroad and 
government 
cutbacks in 
spending,  blacks 
and 
minorities
 are paying for
 the hope of 
price stability. 
A 
possible  recession
 hitting 
black
 communities
 that have 
not  
recovered 
from  the last 
one
 or that 
has  never been 
economically  
stable,
 
will
 have a devasting
 impact. Our
 
history 
books  talk 
about  a 
period  
called the 
Great 
Depression.  I 
forsee  
the age
 of 
permanent
 Black
 
Depression. 
Unlike
 any 
other  period 
in our 
history,
 we are 
witnessing  
a high 
rate of inflation 
coupled by a high 
rate
 of unemployment.
 The most 
startling  statistic is 
the unem-
ployment rate 
among  black 
teenagers
 that has 
exploded  from 
one and 
a half to nearly 
three times 
the white 
rate since the 
middle
 
1950s, and 
has  hovered near 40 
percent for the past three 
years.  
Our 
society  is producing a black 
generation 
with  no work experience, 
no job skills, no economic base to 
develop from and far too many 
times 
no 
hope  of 
improvement.
 
Accompanied with the life in many 
of our ghettos, these young blacks 
are lining 
in
 crumbling,
 blacken 
neighborhoods
 and failing, 
deteriorating schools, Not being a 
productive 
part
 of society, 
they  
often  
depend 
on
 crime and dope
 
as
 a 
means of 
survival.  
We must 
make everyone aware 
that a 
problem
 exists. It 
is 
not  as 
prevalent 
as
 it was in 
the 
post -
slavery years
 or in the early 
'50s,
 
but 
it's there. We may not see any 
more  
Jim Crow signs, but we do see
 
racial  
differences and that's living 
in
 
black  
reality! Like the 
generation who 
lived during
 the 
civil  
rights
 
movement, we too have a 
purpose,
 a 
theme and 
an
 unifying
 fight
 
for 
economic  and 
educational
 
equity  
and 
parity.  
S.D. 
Turner
 
President
 of 
the 
Black 
Workshop
 
Economics,
 
senior  
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roduction assistant for KRON bureau 
Student's  
job 
in TV 
proves
 
to
 be a 
'dream
 
come
 
true' 
By 
Maureen
 Johnson
 
Working 
for a 
television station may
 be 
the dream of many 
a SJSU 
radio-TV 
major,  but for 
Kevin Clark, 21,
 it's a 
dream come true. 
Clark, a 
journalism  
senior, works 30 hours a 
week for the Santa Clara 
County Bureau at 
Channel  
4 as a producrion 
assistant,  
in addition to carrying a 
difficult 
load
 of 20 units at 
SJSU. 
the  coordinator
 of the 
Bay 
Area Skills
 Bank. 
The  coordinator
 there 
helped Clark 
prepare a 
resume 
and informed 
him 
about the job 
opening at 
Channel 4. 
Next, Clark tried to 
arrange  an interview with 
Dick Currier, which took 
some doing. 
"I had to call him 10 
times and 
on the last time I 
finally 
caught him," 
Clark 
said. 
'Anybody
 who's going
 to 
be
 
successful
 
in a broadcast -
related
 
field 
has to apply 
themselves'
 
Clark isn't 
the first 
student from SJSU to work 
for Channel 4, he notes. 
Mauel  Ramos and Dick 
Currier are both graduates 
of the Journalism 
Department here. 
Although Clark has not 
graduated yet, he 
managed
 
to already get his job at the 
Sna  Francisco-based TV 
station after talking
 with 
Begin
 an 
By Erin 
A. Hallissy 
The Camp 
David 
summit last 
November  
brought together
 two men 
who reflected 
the  entire 
history of their
 nations, 
according  to 
John  Roth-
man, president 
of
 the 
Zionist 
Organization of 
America. 
"Both Begin and Sadat 
embody
 the quintessence of 
the history of their
 nations 
during the twentieth 
centruy," 
Rothman  said. 
Rothman, a 
White 
House staffer 
during 
former 
President Richard
 
Nixon's term 
in office 
spoke
 last week 
in
 the 
Student 
Union  about 
Menacham Begin,
 and 
Anwar  Sadat 
concerning  
the
 prospects for
 peace in 
the 
Mid  East. 
Begin 
was
 born in Poland 
when it 
was very 
anti-semetic,  
Rothamn  reflected,
 and as 
he got older he 
decided
 the 
only way he could assert 
his identify 
would be to join 
the
 Zionist 
Revisionist  
Movement.  
This 
movement  had 
two 
premises, 
according  to 
Rothman:
 that the
 Jewish 
people were entitled to 
a 
nation of 
their own, and 
that they had 
the right to 
defend  themselves 
against  
enemies.
 
Begin wanted to im-
migrate to 
Palestine, but 
massive Jewish
 emigration 
from  Poland 
was for-
bidden. 
He led 
demon-
strations
 against 
the  
government,  
Rothman
 
Amidst a busy crew 
trying to get out the news 
stories, Clark was
 in-
terviewed for  the job he 
now holds. When asked 
why he thought he was 
chosen over other
 ap-
plicants, 
Clark said that his 
personality was "geared to 
fit with the rest of the crew. 
"Besides competence 
and ability, you have to fit 
d 
Sadat  
said, but soon the Nazis 
invaded Poland, and he 
fled to Russia. His entire 
family was killed in the 
holocaust. 
Begin spent more than 
a year in a 
Soviet  prison 
camp, and when he was 
released in 1941, he fled to 
Palestine. 
photo by Shannon Leso 
Kevin Clark types away during a 
newswriting  class. 
in.  
Clark suggests to other 
students:
 "It's best to go 
into 
an
 interview confident 
of yourself. Not cocky, but 
be attentive and alert 
looking. Have questions 
ready."
 
the past 
Egyptian history 
of
 this 
century,
 Rothman said. 
Sadat was born to 
a 
middleclass 
family  in the 
Nile delta. His father had 
great ambition for him, 
and bribed
 his son's way 
into the top Egyptian 
military academy,
 ac-
cording to Rothman, 
'If you 
asked  me a couple 
of 
years ago
 who would have 
come to Israel 
first, the 
Messiah 
or Anwar Sadat, I 
would
 have said the 
Messiah'
 
According to 
Rothman, 
in 1942 Begin 
became
 the 
leader  
of
 the army 
that 
wanted to 
create  a Jewish 
state in 
Palestine,
 and 
when this
 was ac-
complished  in 
1948, he 
became  a 
head of 
that 
state.
 
He had
 served 
in 
Parliament
 ever since
 its 
inception,  
and  in 
1977 
became the 
Prime  Minster 
of Israel," 
Rothman  said, 
"but as a 
man who 
has 
experienced
 the entire 
agony 
and ecstasy 
of 
Jewish 
experience  in this 
century."
 
In a 
similar way, 
Sadat personifies the 
flashback
 
Six years 
ago today:
 
Students
 
were
 
getting 
use to 
referring 
to 
Centennial  
Hall by 
its 
new 
name, 
Dudley 
Moorhead
 Hall 
Alpha 
Phi  
Omega,
 a 
service 
fraternity,  
started
 a project
 to set 
up a bike
 lot to 
reduce  
thefts. 
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because the 
army was the 
best place 
for upward 
mobility in a Third
 World 
nation. 
Sadat 
collaborated  
with the Nazis 
during 
World War II, 
Rothman 
said, not 
because
 he had 
great love 
for  the Ger-
mans, but because 
he saw 
German  military 
advances  
as 
a way of getting the 
British out of Egypt. As a 
result 
he spent several
 
years in a 
British prison 
camp. 
Later 
Sadat  became 
the 
head of former 
president 
Nassar's 
political
 party and 
in 1970 
when 
Nassar died he 
Seven years ago today: 
Fania Davis Jor-
dan,
 sister of Angela 
Davis, told a campus 
audience of about 600 
that the heavy security 
surrounding
 her sister's 
trial "implies that 
Angela Davis is a 
dangerous womana 
threat
 to society." 
Eight 
years  ago 
today:  
SJS 
President
 John 
Bunzel  
called 
the 
corning 
year's 
budget  of 
$315,972,193
 
."grimmer
 
than 
ever."  
With his new 
job at Bureau 
of Channel 4 where
 
channel 
4, Clark attends his he 
works  as a production 
classes at SJSU in 
the  assistant, 
mornings, in addition to 
"I help them 
set up, 
one night class. carry equipment 
and keep 
After attending the tapes 
together  in a file. 
classes, he drives to his job 
"We 
have
 a system 
at 
at the Santa Clara County Cahnnel 4 that's very 
shapes the future 
became the president of 
Arab  nations of Syria, Iraq, 
Egypt. Yemen and Libya. 
The fourth pitfall is the 
Palistinian Liberation 
Organization, whose 
national covenant calls for 
the 
destruction  of Isreal, 
according 
to
 Rothman. 
Rothman 
believes  
Sadat's greatest 
moment  
was when he visited Israel
 
in 1977. 
"If you asked me a 
couple of years ago who 
would have come to Israel 
first, the Messiah or Anwar 
Sadat, I 
would have said 
the 
Messiah,"  Rothman 
said. 
Rothamn beleives that 
there are five pitfalls to 
achieving peace in the 
Mideast. 
The first is Sadat's 
health. 
He
 has had two 
heart  attacks 
in the last 
three
 years and 
if
 he were 
to die it 
is possible that 
someone could 
come
 into 
power who did not share his 
views on achieving peace. 
The second 
obstacle  is 
the lack of support
 from the 
moderate Arab 
nations  of 
Saudi Arabia and Jordan, 
and the third problem 
is the 
hostility of the hardline 
The last pitfall is the 
Soviet Union, which 
denounced 
Camp David 
and which has stepped up 
its arms supply to Arab 
nations, according to 
Rothman. 
"The Soviet Union 
will 
actively do everything 
within its 
power to obstruct 
the process of 
peace in the 
Mideast." he said. 
Despite these ob-
stacles,
 Rothman believes 
that
 Israel aid Egypt will 
conclude the 
peace treaty 
some time before
 this 
summer.
 
"This will 
only  be the 
first step on the 
long  road 
to the end
 of the struggle
 
for peace,"
 Rothman 
said, 
"but
 after 
Sadat's
 historic 
trip to 
Israel, nothing
 will 
be the same 
between these
 
two 
nations. 
ELECTRIC - MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERS 
DON'T GRADUATE... 
without talking to the Naval 
Undersea 
Warfare  Engineering Station, 
Deyport, Washington 98345 
Civilian recruiter visiting 
your campus
 soon 
Contact your 
school
 placement 
office for interview dates. 
Engineering & Computer Science Majors 
DON'T
 
GRADUATE  
without talking to the 
Hughes
 Recruiter visiting 
your 
campus soon. 
Contact  your
 placement
 office 
for interview
 dates. 
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Associated Students Program Board 
San Jose State University 
Presents 
"...One 
of the best 
dance  companies 
in 
the world." 
KonstantinDSeirregceteovri  
Kirov
 
Ballet  
School
 
...A 
Flourishing Group 
"The Pitch works up to a wondrous kind of 
celebration. The joy is so self-evident 
it literally spills out from the stage 
to 
engulf  the viewer." 
San Francisco
 
Chronicle
 
"...We
 cannot do 
without the 
grace and 
abandon 
of
 this kind 
of
 dancing." 
Dance 
Magazine  
"Altogether,
 an evening
 of extraordinary
 pitch 
and dimension." 
The 
Washington 
Post  
JOSE
 LIMON
 
DANCE  
COMPANY  
Tickets
 for
 the Limon performance
 
will be 
honored at the performance
 
of 
DANCE  
SPECTRUM
 
Wednesday,
 February
 14, 1979 
8:00 
P.M. 
San
 Jose Center for the Performing
 Arts 
Those
 wishing a refund, 
return
 your tickets to the point of purchase. 
unique. We're the only TV 
station that as the bureau
 
system." 
Because
 "the 
San 
Francisco  TV 
market  is the 
fifth 
largest  in the 
nation," 
Clark said, 
he feels 
"lucky" 
to
 get the 
job at 
Cahnnel 
4. 
One of CLark's
 main 
jobs 
at
 Cahnnel 4 is to drive 
tapes from San 
Jose to San 
Francisco  when the 
transmission 
system is not 
working properly. 
Clark  
defines it as a "grave 
responsibiltiy to the Santa 
Clara County Bureau." 
"If the system is down, 
I have to bring the news 
down, if not, there's no 
news," he explains. When 
such deliveries are 
necessary, 
Clark makes 
sure the news tapes 
are in 
order and are delivered 
directly to Cahnnel 4's 
executive producer, Dave 
McClain.
 
Although 
Clark con-
siders himself an 
"average" 
student, his 
diverse job experiences
 
indicate 
otherwise. 
Having  worked 
with 
SCALE 
(Student  Com-
munity 
Academoc  Lear-
ning 
Experience)  in his 
freshman 
year,  Clark 
found 
himself  writing 
numerous 
newsletters  and 
eventually 
became 
director of 
public  relations 
for the SJSU 
Program 
Board.  
Next, a 
job was 
created  
for
 Clark.
 The 
SJSU  
Associated Students 
Program Board 
created 
and gave him the job of 
Public
 Realtions Coor-
dinator, where Clark wrote 
press releases, listed
 radio 
time, newspaper space, 
and worked with 
graphic.  
designers. 
"Basically I worked 
with contemporary
 arts for 
concerts," he said. 
Clark 
alsc held a job as 
a TV 
technician  at 
Murimar Hall, a board 
and 
care  home on 11th Street in 
San Jose. 
"I shot in-
structional 
video  tape of 
some of their
 activities." 
The tape was 
then used "to 
teach therapeudic
 methods 
in handling the board and 
care residents." 
Clark's future plans
 
are to enter public affairs 
programs directed
 toward 
the community. 
"I'd
 like to 
do work that the com-
munity can use and 
benefit  
from," he 
said.  
For students 
looking
 
for 
jobs, Clark 
advises: 
"You've 
got to be con-
servative
 an clean 
cut.  Try 
to 
stick with the 
norm  the 
way you 
dress,  but your
 
personality
 should 
be you." 
"You work 
hard
 and 
things will happen," he 
adds. "Anybody who's 
going to be successful in a 
broadcast -related field has 
to apply themselves.
 You 
have to follow 
up
 leads and 
be at the right 
place at the 
right time."
 
Tower
 Saloon 
presents 
"Tower
 
Happy
 
Hour"
 
Beginning
 Mon., Feb. 12 the 
Tower Saloon 
presents their 
new Happy Hour. 
Entertainment  by 
Jim 
Sealy  
-Fabulous 
Hors 
d'oeuvres
-
5:00
-7:00  Mon.-Thurs. 
The Tower
 Saloon 
163 W. 
Santa  Clara St. 
San 
Jose 
ASSOCIATEd 
STUdENTS
 
lEISURE  
SERVICES
 
TIME 
OUT! 
Take a Leisure class 
Winetasting
 $15 
Thurs. 
7:00-9:30
 
Wines of France$20 
Thurs. 7:00-9:30 
Europe On The Cheap 
$2.50  
Tues. 
7:00-8:00
 
Flying 
- A Consumer's View $2.50 
Thurs.  
7:00-8:00  
Rock Climbing
 $15  
Thurs. 
7:00-8:30  
Guitar $15 
Folk.  Thurs. 
4:00-5:00  
Fingerpicking
 Thurs. 
5:00-6:00  
Cross-country  Skiing $20  
Mon. 4:00-6:00 (Lecture
 ) 
March 30-April 1 ( Trip ) 
Stained Glass $9  
Tues. 
7:00-8:30  
Everything You Want To Know 
About Skiing $2.00 
I Feb. 21 & 28 
II March 
8 & 15 
111 March 
l9& 26 
Windsurfing $30 
Sat.  & 
Sun. 
9:00-11:00
 
I April 
21, 22,28 
II April 29, May 5, 6 
Quilting  
$10 
Mon. 7:00-8:30 
Sign-up now in 
the A.S. Business Office. For more information
 pick-up a brown 
Leisure Services Calendar in 
the Student Union or Call 277-2972. 
L  
M]i3  
a 
Pmea
 
4 
2 E. SANTA 
CLARA  ST. 
SAN JOSE, CA, 95152 
f40131 297-1000 
COPIES
 
(No  
Minimum
 
or
 
Overnight)
 
LOCATION:
 
NEAR  
S.J.S.U.(BETWEEN  
9TH
 8 
10TH  
ST.) 
412 
E. 
SANTA  
CLARA 
ST. 
HOUR:
 8 
AM
 10 8 PM DAILY
 
We 
Also  
Service
 
1 
1 x17
 
Copy
 
Reduct ion 
Busineas
 
Card
 
Print  
tog 
bond
 
ina  
f 
J"
 
t r 3 
tn   
S . .1 . S.U. 
Student ig 
   
, 
Garage
 
.---
E. San
 
Fernando
 
E. 
Santa  Clara 
rWu 
Ness 
I 
( Price
 
Effective
 
Through
 
March
 
1, 
79 
) 
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Missions:
 Search 
continues
 
for 
elusive
 S.J. baseball fans 
By 
Da::  Wood 
The city of San Jose 
is 
not 
ready  to act major 
league, 
according to Joe 
Gagliardi,
 owner of the San 
Jose 
Missions  minor league 
baseball 
franchise.  
"My aim is to have a 
major league team, but the 
community has to be 
driven to it," Gagliardi 
said in a recent interview. 
In the meantime, 
Gagliardi 
and Mission 
General Manager Jack 
Previte are devoting much 
of their time 
to making a 
success of the city's entry 
in the Class A California 
League.
 
San Jose will be back in 
the California League this 
year, after a two-season 
stint in the 
Class AAA 
Pacific Coast League. 
The league also plans 
to operate a team in Santa 
Clara, in addition to the 
Missions. 
A press 
conference
 is 
tentatively scheduled for 
this week to announce a 
manager and business 
manager for the Santa 
Clara entry, which will be 
nicknamed the Padres. 
While  the Missions will 
operate as a minor 
league  
outlet for the Seattle 
Mariners,  the Padres will 
not have 
a working 
agreement with 
any one 
big league organization. 
Rather, the 
Santa  
Clara club will be a 
co-op, 
composed  of players
 from 
several major league 
chains. The Padres are 
hoping to have 
an 
agreement 
with one 
specific 
team
 by 1980, 
according to 
Previte.  
The Padres 
came
 to 
Santa Clara 
in a roun-
dabout way. 
The franchise 
was originally 
granted to 
Santa Rosa in December 
but  was moved to 
Vallejo
 
by the owner, Dr. 
Tom 
Leonard, because no 
suitable
 ballpark could be 
made available
 in time for 
the season. 
However, the same 
problem 
developed in 
Vallejo so Leonard 
and 
Gagliardi worked 
out  an 
arrangement by which the 
team would be moved to 
Santa Clara at least 
temporarily. 
The club will split its 
home schedule between 
San Jose Municipal 
Stadium, 
the Missions' 
home park, 
and  
Washington Park in Santa 
Clara, 
an antiquated 
facility which seats ap-
proximately 1,200. 
With the 
problems 
minor league baseball has 
experienced in San Jose in 
the 
past,  it seems 
questionable whether the 
area can support one team, 
much less 
two   not to 
mention the major league 
competition of the Giants 
and A's just up the road. 
Gagliardi bristles at 
the suggestion that 
baseball is an 
endangered  
species in San 
Jose, or even 
that the sport 
has  had its 
problems in the
 past. He 
points to the  old San 
Jose 
Bees of the California 
League 
as
 a positive 
example.
 
"This  is a baseball 
area," Gagliardi
 said. "We 
just need cultivation." 
The only reason the 
Missions had financial 
trouble in Class AAA 
baseball, according to 
Gagliardi, was because
 of 
high overhead. The biggest 
portion of that overhead 
consisted of traveling 
costs. 
In the
 California 
League,  those costs will be 
substantially reduced. 
After all, bus rides to 
Fresno are cheaper than 
airplane jaunts to Van-
couver. 
But to be successful in 
any business venture, 
including baseball, an 
organization has to make 
money. And in sports, that 
means getting people out to 
the ballpark. 
Whether or not the 
Missions  
and  the Padres - 
- can do that remains to be 
seen. 
Gagliardi has been in 
command of the Missions 
for two seasons, and 
remains optimistic en -
Sports
 
schedule
 
MEN  
Today
 
Wrestling at 
North South All 
Star
 
meet  at
 UC 
Berkeley.?
 
3011.m  
Tuesday
 
Baseball vs UC Davis at 
Municipal
 
Stadium. 2 30p
 in 
Tennis vs Canada 
College
 
at 
South 
Carnpus.1P
 
Wednesday 
Tennis at Cal State Hayward. 
1 
pm
 . at 
NorCal  inter oll 10 t 
meet at Berkeley 
through
 Saturday
 
Thursday
 
Basketball
 
11 
VC 
Santa  
Barbara 8 05 p 
or
 
Friday 
Baseball at Nevada
 
Reno,  I 31) 
P m 
Golf 
at 
Silverado  
Invitational
 
1 Napa,.
 
all  
day
 
Bowling
 
ACU
 I 
Regional
 
reation 
Tournament.
 
at
 Student 
UniOn. througn 
Monday
 
pm 
Wrestling
 
at 
Fresno
 
State.  
30 
Saturday
 
Baseball
 at 
Nevada 
Reno 
noo, 
Basketball
 
at 
Long
 
Brach
 
State,  P 
asp in 
Judo
 at Far 
Western 
Collegiate
 
Tournament
 
IOC 
Berkeley,
 
all
 
day
 
Gymnstics
 
vs Long Beach 
State  and Portland
 State at 
Spartan
 
Gym, 
3000,  
Sunday
 
Judo
 at 
Father  
Invitational,
 
All  day 
WOMEN 
Golf at NCAC tournament 
Sacramento
 
State/,
 
all day 
Tuesday
 
Gymnastics  
vs
 
Chico
 Stat. 
and 
Cal
 Poly Pomona
 
at
 
Women's  
Gym.? 30 P 
m Friday
 
Tennis
 
vs Colorado 
At
 
South  
CarnPus,
 2 
30 p m 
Friday  
Swimming
 
Northern  
California
 
Championships
 at
 
SJSU 
pool,
 
Friday
 
throuon
 
Saturday
 
Due 
to la,  
Is iii 
interest,
 the 
Feb.
 
ii
 
meeting 
of
 the 
Apathy
 Club 
has 
been  
cancelled
 
contests  
as 
examples.
 
This 
season,
 
Gagliardi
 
has
 
brought
 
in
 
Previte
 
as
 
general
 
manager
 
and 
business
 
manager.
 
Previte
 is 
certainly
 
not 
lacking  
for 
optimism  
as he 
tackles
 the 
task 
of 
making  
the 
Missions  
a 
success,  
on 
and  off 
the
 field. 
He
 
feels  
the 
key 
ingredients
 
for 
making  
the  
Missions
 
successful  
will be 
having  a 
winning
 team,
 
getting  
involved  
in the
 
community  
and 
promoting
 
the 
club.  
"What
 you have 
to do is 
develop
 the
 Mission
 fan,"
 
Previte  
said.
 
He 
feels the 
move 
from 
AAA 
to
 A ball
 will 
be
 
beneficial,  
not 
only 
because 
of the
 
financial
 
aspect,  
but  also 
because 
the team
 will 
have 
some
 
local 
players.  
This,
 Previte 
feels,
 will 
bring 
more  fans 
out to 
the park
 because
 it 
will bring
 about 
more 
in-
volvement from 
the 
community. 
He also plans to get the 
players out into the com-
munity, via speaking 
engagements and such. 
Certainly the 
promotions the Missions 
do, or don't do, will have a 
lot to do with how many 
seats they fill each night. 
"We're going to be 
doing more promotions," 
Previte said. "In this area 
especially, you have to 
promote."
 
Some of the ideas 
Previte has in mind include 
"knothole" gangs 
( discount rates 
for 
children), specially priced 
seats for senior citizens 
and family plans. 
"We're trying to take a 
look at every little thing we 
do, and 
see if we are doing 
it good enough or if we can 
do it better," Previte 
said. 
Gagliardi
 and Previte 
T.V.'s
 
FOR 
RENT 
Special Student 
Rates 
$10 
PER 
MONTH
 
377-2935
 
Springtime
 
Skiing 
in Sun 
Valley,
 Idaho
 
April
 7-14,1979
 
Ski world-famous lialdy Mountain or the tamer 
Elkhorn/Dollar Mountain! Costs include airfare 
from San Francisco, accommodations at the 
Elkhorn Village Inn resort, six -day ski lift pass 
and handling charges. 
College credit available. 
¶395-- $430 
For further information: 
continuing Education 
San Jose State University 
San Jose, CA 95192 
(408)  
277-2182
 
tering  his 
third. 
are  in 
agreement
 that 
the  
"What
 
we've ac- club the M:ssions
 put 
on the 
complished 
here in 
two  field 
should  be a 
com-
years has 
been kind 
of petitive 
one, which 
cer-
successful,"
 
Gagliardi  tainly can't 
hurt 
at -
said, 
citing 
the 
radio tendance. 
agreement
 
with 
KXRX,
 
Of course,
 in a minor
 
and a 
few  
local
 
television
 
league
 
situation,
 a 
team 
never knows 
exactly
 what 
it 
will have to 
work with 
because 
it is at the 
mercy 
of its parent major league 
club. 
But a lot 
of the 
players
 
the Missions 
expect to 
have, 
played  together 
this 
winter 
in
 the Arizona In-
structional 
League,
 where 
they
 won the league 
title,  
according to Previte.
 
Gagliardi 
is very 
critical  of the San Jose 
media, the
 San Jose 
Mercury in 
particular.  
He doesn't 
think  the 
Mercury
 has ever
 been 
behind the Missions
 
enough,  or given them 
enough
 publicity to 
help 
them sell their product. 
"I want the op
-
photo
 
by Tom 
Van  Dyke 
San 
Jose Missions 
general
 
manager  Jack 
Previte
 is shown 
during 
a 
recent
 
interview, with
 a list of his 
priorities
 in the 
background.
 
portunity in 
this town," 
Gagliardi said, 
"to  know 
that we had the press, then 
if 
something  goes wrong, 
maybe we 
are doing 
something wrong." 
Certainly the San Jose 
Missions 
are  along way 
from the big leagues. 
Previte
 and Gagliardi 
feel the biggest 
obstacle  
between San Jose and a 
major  league team is a 
proper facility, but 
another
 
factor that must merit 
consideration is the 
baseball interest (or 
lack 
of)
 
present in San Jose. 
The move from AAA to 
A will undoubtedly be 
counted by some as a step 
backward, despite the 
opinions of Gagliardi and 
Previte. 
This may
 be the last 
chance for San
 Jose to 
prove 
itself as a baseball 
town.
 
This 'n That 
Northern  C aide, 
ma
 
Fencing
 
Championship  
I' 
hien's
 Foil Team 
SJSU tB 
Cal 
Berkeley. UC 
Santa  Cruz 
Women's 
Foil
 Team 
SJSU
 S 
4, Cali 
Berkeley,  UC 
Santa  Cruz 
Men,
 
Sabre 
Team 
SJSU 5 
4,
 C14 
Berkeley. 
VC
 Santa
 Cruz 
me.  
EP.' I 
Team 
SJSU 
S 4, 
Cal  herkeley
 
I 
Individuals 
Women, Foil 
ISJSUI  
E 
llingson.
 15.1501 
Konecny
 
Cal
 
Berkeley  
(Kolas,
 Men's
 Foil 
, 
ISJSUI 
Massialis.
 ISJSUI
 Thump
 
son,
 15.1501
 
Uribe  
Men's  
Sabre  
ISJSUI
 
Martinez,  
(Slit)) 
noses 
ISJSUI
 
Andrews
 
Men s 
Epee 
I 
ISJSUI
 
Sch,liio. ISJSUI
 
Myrden,
 
ISJSUI 
Behrens
 
mit
  
ctiffts
 
cliflIR
 
355.
 
4th.  
San
 Jose
 
294-4086
 
25%
 
off 
with
 this ad Mon -Wed. 
yi
 
Choose Gold or Siladium 
Why
 you 
should
 buy your ring
 now! 
1. You 
deserve 
it.You've  
accomplished
 a lot. 
2. 
Save $15 
on any 10K 
gold or 
Siladium
 ring 
instead
 
of the 
5% or 
$10  you 
might  get 
from  any 
other 
company.  
3. 
Different
 Rings!
 The 
largest
 
selection  to 
choose 
from. 
Over 20 
different ring 
designs!
 
See  
traditional
 and con-
temporary
 men's 
designs  
and  beautiful fashion 
rings
 
for women. 
CLASSIC
 BLAZON 
\IL 
COLORADO SONNET 
SUNFLOWER
 
MINI
 
ARTQ1RVED
 
COLLEGE 
RINGS
 
REBATE
 
CERTIFICATE
 
GET A $15 
REBATE
 ON ANY 
ARTCARVED
 
COLLEGE
 RING WITH THIS
 
CERTIFICATE.  
Valid on any fitly in the 
ArtCarved
 
Collection
 (even gold).
 Choose from
 a wide variety of 
traditional, contemporary,
 or fashion 
rings,
 custom 
made to your 
individual
 taste. 
How to 
gat your 
VS rebate by mail Etter
 purchase. 
1. This coupon must be presented with your order 
2. Limit one
 refund
 per purchase Purchaser
 pays 
any sales 
taxes
 
3. Offer valid only on 
rings  ordered 
during 
this sale 
4. 
Rebates
 can be issued only after final payment on your ring 
has been made 
5. At 
that
 time 01 order 
your 
ArtCarved  Representative
 will 
give you a Rebate Request
 Certificate This certificate must be 
mailed, along with proof of 
full payment, to ArtCarved 
within  
three 
months  after you order your ring 
Rebate void after this 
period
 Allow four weeks for rebate processing
 
An Art Carved
 Representative
 will be at 
Spodan
 Bookstore
 
Son Jos6 State
 
University
 
ii 
February
 12, 
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SU 
settles
 for split 
in 
Southland
 
Turnovers
 send
 S artans
 
reelina
 
at 
By Steve
 Carp 
IRVINE
-Turnover.  
When used
 as an 
ad
-
ye,
 it 
means to 
turn  
one 
side to 
the 
se.
 When 
used 
on
 a 
etball 
court, it 
means 
ble. 
The  
Spartan
 basketball
 
lived -and
 died -by 
turnover this 
weekend. 
rvived  at 
Fullerton
 84-
ursday 
but 
died
 in 
e, 80-71. 
The split snapped 
a 
game
 
SJSU
 
winning  
ak ( both vs. 
Fullerton)
 
saw the 
Spartans  fall 
k into the PCAA
 cellar 
, thanks to the 
loss
 to 
e. 
Fullerton State found 
If playing Santa 
Claus a 
e late ( or is it 
early?  ) as 
Titans 
gave the 
rtans numerous
 
nces to stay in it with 24 
turnovers.  
The visitors were
 more 
than 
happy to oblige as 
they stayed with the Titans 
all through the 
first half. 
Wally Rank came back
 
strong from 
an ankle 
sprain and had 12 first-half 
points. 
Calvin Roberts mat-
cheed Rank and then some 
at the 
Fullerton end of the 
floor.  Roberts connected 
for 14 markers to give the 
Titans a 42-38 edge 
at the 
half. 
But the gremlins took 
over in the second stanza. 
CSF committed 11 tur-
novers
 to eight for the 
Spartans. 
Rank kept his hot 
hand and 
finished with a 
game
-high 22 points. Sid 
Williams had
 another fine 
game, finishing
 with 12 
while holding Fullerton's 
Kevin Heenan to a mere 
four points.
 
Another  
pleasant  
surprise 
for SJSU 
was 
center Paul 
Schilleci.  The 
big man 
has been ham-
pered with
 sore ankles
 and 
a lack of 
confidence.
 Yet, 
Schilleci 
cast
 his problems 
aside 
and  had 11 
points
 
while 
shutting
 down 
Roberts 
in the second 
half.  
As in San
 Jose, the 
Spartans  
switched
 
defenses 
on Fullerton 
and 
worked  for
 the good
 shot 
when
 they 
had the 
ball. 
Michael  
Mendez
 was again
 
responsible  
as
 he ran 
the 
team on 
the floor 
with  poise 
and 
seems to 
be com-
fortable
 in the 
point guard
 
slot.
 
The 
Spartans
 did 
well
 
at 
the 
free-throw  
Line 
again, 
connecting  
on
 17 -of -
20
 
compared
 
with  
Fullerton's
 I6 -of
-24. It 
was  
aseball
 team 
takes 
-of-3
 
from
 
Broncos  
By Dan Wood 
The SJSU baseball 
used a 
combination  of 
its in one game and 
an 
ellent pitching per-
ance by Russ Hayslip 
another 
to take two
 
them n 
California  
eball Association 
es out of three from 
the 
ta 
Clara Broncos 
this  
kend.  
Friday at 
Buck Shaw 
turn in Santa 
Clara,
 the 
rtans broke out of 
their  
ing 
slump - for at least a 
- to win 
their  first game 
e year, a 10-5 
decision.
 
Saturday 
at
 Municipal 
dium, the Spartans 
e back 
in the hitting 
rums
 and 
dropped
 the 
st game of the 
bleheader to Santa 
ra 11-4. 
But in 
the second 
e, Hayslip 
threw a 
hitter and 
Ernie 
den drove
 in the 
fling run 
with a 
sixth -
tog
 double as 
SJSU 
vatted 2-1. 
SJSU got 
more
 hits in 
day's
 contest than
 it had 
naged 
all year.
 
Coach 
Gene  
Menges
 
ed a 
teeam  meeting 
er last 
Tuesday's 
nford game 
( which 
U 
lost
 11-5) and 
that  
y have 
made  the 
dif-
nee. 
"He 
chewed us 
out 
tty  good," 
said
 right 
der 
Al Sever, 
and I 
k that helped." 
The Spartans seemed 
be more ready to play 
weekend 
than
 they 
e in last week's
 series 
p at the hands of USF. 
First 
baseman  
Greg
 
bles, shortstop
 Derek 
cock
 and 
Sever  were 
hitting
 stars Friday. 
Robles 
had  four 
hits  in 
e trips, 
including  
three 
bles. 
"We 
really  
want
 to 
at 
Santa  
Clara,"
 Robles 
d. "A 
couple 
of us 
nted
 to go there
 but our 
ades 
weren't  good 
ough,
 so we really
 want 
eat 
them."
 
Bulcock had a 
double 
d 
two  singles 
Friday,
 
ile 
Sever  had 
two
 hits 
d a sacrifice
 fly. Leroy 
rray also had 
three  hits. 
Dave Nobles 
went all 
way on the 
mound  for 
SU. He struck out
 nine 
d scattered ten 
hits to get 
victory.
 
"That's a lot more 
K's 
n I usually get," Nobles 
Id. "I really didn't have 
tod stuff early, but then I 
tin the groove." 
Nobles was not even 
heduled to 
pitch Friday, 
t got the call 
when 
ndy Raphael couldn't go 
icause of illness. 
Raphael  came back 
to 
ch the 
first game 
of 
turday's twin bill, and 
kis obviously still suf-
ring from his bout with 
ie flu. 
Santa Clara jumped on 
aphael and reliever Steve 
erglund 
for 11 runs, 
'Mee Bronco hurler Vic 
iegas 
handcuffed
 
the 
jSI.1 hitters through 
the  
tat six 
innings.
 
The Spartans did make 
brief run at Santa Clara, 
itting the lead WWI
 in 
the 
seventh
 inning. But Bronco 
Coach Sal Taormina 
brought on reliever Matt 
Tonkovich, who shut the 
door on the
 Spartan rally. 
The seven
-inning 
second game was a classic 
pitching duel, matching 
Hayslip with SCU's 
Jeff
 
Walsh. 
The scoring started in 
the bottom 
of the first in-
ning  when Spartan second 
baseman Chris Pedretti led 
off with a home run over 
the left field fence. 
It was SJSU's first 
homer of the season. 
"That's the best ball 
I've hit all year," Pedretti 
said. 
Santa Clara got a run 
in the second inning to tie 
the score, and then Hayslip 
and Walsh took control. 
Both pitchers limited 
their oppostion to a total of 
five 
hits.  
The 
winning  run came 
in the bottom of the sixth 
inning. Dan
 Addiego 
singled with two outs, and 
Hayden 
followed with a 
double.
 
Addiego 
was  running 
on the pitch, and Hayden 
roped 
one  into the 
left  field 
corner, 
scoring  
Addiego
 
easily.
 
The game was 
far from 
over 
however, Santa
 Clara 
coming
 within a 
whisker  of 
tying it 
in
 the seventh.
 
Gary 
Davenport
 and 
John
 Barrett 
got  back-to-
back singles
 with one out to 
put runners
 at first 
and 
third.  
That 
brought
 up Sean 
Everton, and on 
a double 
steal attempt,
 Everton was
 
called out for 
interference,  
as he 
hindered  
Spartan
 
catcher  Mike 
Valentine's 
throw 
to second base. 
Hayslip 
then  induced 
Fran Mullins to 
hit into a 
fielder's
 choice, 
and the 
ballgame
 was over.
 
Only 
then
 did 
Hayslip
 
and the rest
 of the 
Spartans 
breathe
 sighs 
of
 relief. 
"I felt pretty good 
most 
of the 
time  today," 
Hayslip  
said.
 "I've had a 
sore arm, 
and 
every  once in 
a while 
I'll start 
pushing  the ball. 
I 
haven't 
really found my 
form yet." 
The Spartans
 are now 
2-4 in 
the NCBA, as is Santa 
Clara. 
EASTER IN 
HAWAII
 
April
 8-15,
 1979 
$409.-429. 
Cost includes
 round 
trip airfare 
from  S.F., 
7 nites Sheraton 
Hotel  
transfers,
 
Catamaran
 sail...
 
Only a few 
spaces  remain so call 
today 
GARDEN
 ALAMEDA
 
TRAVEL 
CENTER  
1520 The Alameda 
San Jose, CA 95126 
(408) 
286-2633  
Employment 
Opportunities  
For Seniors 
We are 
looking
 for talented 
individuals
 who 
are  receiving 
their 
degrees
 in electrical 
engineering,
 
mechanical
 
engineering  
and 
computer  
sciences.  
Last
 year, 
Hewlett-Packard
 
provided
 over 
700  career 
opportunities
 for 
college 
graduates
 like you.
 Again 
this year,
 we are 
offering  
hundreds  of 
challenging  
career 
opportunities.
 
Plan  to 
see
 our 
recruiters  on 
February  
22nd.  
Sign up for 
an
 interview 
at
 
Career Planning and
 Placement 
Buildling 
Q.
 Room 3, 
starting  Feb. 13th 
We are an equal opportunity employer 
dedicated 
to affirmative action. 
Rank's  
shooting
 from 
the  
stripe 
at
 the end that
 iced it 
for 
San Jose. 
Wally  made 
four 
straight  from the 
line
 
in 
the final :11 
to put the 
game 
away. 
Unfortunately 
for 
Wally and 
his  teammates, 
it was not 
to be done at 
Irvine.
 
The  Spartans took a 
trip 
into
 the time tunnel 
and found
 themselves back 
on a 
basketball  court on 
Feb.
 1, 1979-a day that will 
live in boredom. 
Remember 
that  night? 
The Anteaters 
from UC-
Irvine 
lulled the Spartans 
to 
sleep with their 
"Sominex offense" and the 
Spartans 
lost in overtime, 
62-61. 
The same thing hap-
pened Saturday 
at
 Irvine's 
Crawford Hall. Well, 
almost the same thing.
 
The Spartans com-
mitted 16 
first-hallf tur-
novers and got 
but eight 
field goals while
 the An-
teaters  got only nine 
themselves. But the dif-
ference was not only the 
miscues but what hap-
pened
 at the line. 
The Anteaters were 16-
of -18 from the stripe in the 
first half while the Spar-
tans never 
got  to the line. 
That was the margin by 
which Irvine led 34-16 at the 
half. 
Rank, who was superb 
in Fullerton, was 
atrocious  
in 
Irvine.  The Tank picked 
up four first-half
 fouls and 
promptly 
fouled  out early 
in the second half. 
San 
Jose tried to come 
back and
 almost pulled it 
off. 
After cutting the lead 
of 18 to six in th 
middle 
stages, the  Spartans
 got bit 
by the 
turnover
 bug again 
and
 saw Irvine up the lead 
to 
10 and 12 points. 
It was then that coach 
Ivan 
Guevara
 beckoned 
Irvine
 
Doug  Murrey 
to
 try to 
bring 
the Spartans all
 the 
way 
back.  Murrey came 
through 
with  16 points, 
tying  his career 
high,
 and 
the Spartans
 once again 
came
 within six. 
With 2:05 left, the 
Spartans  had the ball 
but 
were
 called for a three
-
second
 violation that 
caused another 
turnover -
probably  the most costly 
of 
all. 
Steve  
McGuire,
 who 
killed the 
Spartans  in San 
Jose, did it again. 
He
 was 
fouled seconds 
after the 
call and converted 
both  
ends of a one -and
-one to 
give UCI 
an eight -point 
advantage. 
McGuire
 finished with 
27 markers and wound up 
with four of those 27 after 
the buzzer. 
McGuire  was 
fouled by Murrey, 
who 
protested the call and was 
hit with a 
technical foul. 
Doug prolonged 
the issue 
and was hit with a second 
technical.  Thus the four 
free tosses for McGuire. 
Mendez had 15 points 
along with Williams' 13 in 
the losing cause. The 
Spartans take their show to 
Santa Barbara on Thur-
sday and hopefully they'll
 
shake that turnover bug. 
classifieds
 
announcements 
Pro  DJ (SJSU 
student)
 with own 
equipment and records 
will spin 
the disks
 at your small party.
 
$5/hr. 286:3219. 
EXPERIENCE
 Try getting a lob 
without it! SCALE offers one to 
three 
units,  plus lob 
xperience 
and valuable 
contacts'
 or lust a 
chance to test 
career
 aspirations 
before your 
entire
 education Is 
wasted.  Internships
 are
 
available in 52 baccalaurate 
degree a   REGISTER
 
NOW. SCALE is 
a free SJSU 
student 
community
 
Program 
277 2187.01d Cafeteria 
building. 
MEN! 
WOMEN!
 
JOBS 
CRUISE FREIGHTERS
 
No experience.
 High Pay! See 
Europe, 
klaweii.
 
Australia,
 So. 
America. Career Summer! Send 
$3.85 for info. to SEAWORLD,
 
Box 61034 Sacto., CA 95860. 
Healthy  Not Deli Sands. Homemade 
soups not commercial Pep 
Drinks and Crepes. 126 E. San 
Salvador.
 
!'MilliOn  Dollar Heist- 
Movie  
Being
 
Done, 
DoCurnentary/thriiier,
 
--41 Filming in 
Si
 many 
extras 
and?
 
leads (hopefully found amongst
 
extras) Needed screening,
 
Processing
 and 
photography
 
fees 
57.35 (Inc. Free Pass 
to 
movie). Long shot, 
but who 
knows? You could end up being 
discovered! 
Absolutely  fantastic 
script and a unique experience
 
all around. 
Interested  parties 
urged to 
call
 immediately 998 
4666. 
Sierra 
club meeting Tues. 7:30 pm 
Guadalupe  Rrn student 
union. 
Outdoor 
and conservation ac 
tivities
 
WI LLIAM's Beauty Shoppe Unise-k 
European 
Styles
 William and  
4th 288-7163. Student's
 
Special:  
sh and 
cond.  and Style cut and 
Blow dry, (reg. 012.501 Now: 
$10.00 only free hair and scalp 
analysis. 
CIRCLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP 
Classes In Psychic 
Develop-
ment, Meditation, Aquarian 
Gospel. 
Prosperity.
 2984509. 
SEXUALITY AND DISABILITY 
SEMINAR Sat. Feb. 
24111
 9 
a.m. 
5 p.m. at SJSU Student
 Union 
Ball Room. 15.00 general $4 
SOTA 
members Pre-
registration  required by Feb. 16. 
Register in Old Science Building 
outside 
0.T.
 office from 1140 1 
or call 277 2981. Everyone 
Welcome! 
TYPING Fast, Accurate and 
reasonable too. IBM Sislectric. 
Give me a try, I'm in 
West  Son 
Jose. Call Pats 904.1642. 
COLOR 
IS THE 
FASHION  FOR 
SPRING! 
Let me 
determine
 
your 
most
 flattering 
as well as 
give you a 
personalized
 
style 
description.
 These are YOUR
 
unique 
fashion building 
blocks  
that you can use and adapt Or 
the rest of your 
life.  I give you 
about 
70 colors
 out of a set of SOO 
together
 
with 
your personal
 
Style
 
description,  in a 
portfolio.
 
By 
appt.  only 
References  
Sliding 
scale  of fees. 
Inquire
 
details 
colors. Carol Lynne
 
Bowman,
 M.A. 
2473201 530 
7:00pm  most 
eves,  Ilam Ipm 
Saturdays. 
Also,  Dress 
for  
Success 
for  the 
business
 
minded. You never 
have to 
make a clothes
 mistake again. 
BASEBALL CARDS WANTED 
Quick  Cash See Or Lapin Bus 
Tower 763 or call 837-5191
 
In the beginning,  there 
was Nelson. 
automotive  
1976 Pinto Pony. A
-speed  2000/otter 
good
 condition. Phone:
 377.68 
VW Van '64 with '70 built engine 
(25,000 miles) Excellent con. 
dition inside and out. 0900 or best 
offer. 326.1280 or 2674957. 
for 
sale  
MEN'S 10 
SPEED  Silver 
Ventura
 
Malibu Good Cond. 8100.00 
Call  
After 4:00 P.M.
 Ask for Paul 244 
9732. 
KAWASAKI
 76' 1(2400 Exc. Cond. 
Only
 I2K
 miles, just tuned, new 
tires, luggage  
rack. $750, 
Pete  at 
3794860.  
STEREO: 
AKAI GXC-46D Cassels 
DeCk, 
ferrite
 head, Dolby NR, 
tape bin 
control
 5I50 call 293-
0633 after 
six.
 
SUPERWINCH1000:  Perfect for 
minitruck or 404.  Includes 
cables and incob
 cOntrof 
lee
 
8150.
 Call 29311653 after six. 
help wanted 
Sandwich makers and cashiers 
wanted for pit 
work. Apply in 
personogos  Eatery 
380
 N. 
Capitol Ave. S.J. 251 3284. 
DO you need 
a couple of 
units?  if 
writing Is 
your
 thing,  we 
need 
you at the Alumni 
Association  
for PR writing and for our 
publication the 
Spartan  
Quarterly You
 can receive one 
to three units through as IS 180 
class, and work with concerned 
professional
 
supervision  
We
 
want people who're serious  
about the 
writing
 craft -and 
flexible
 enough to try a new 
style 
or two. contact Carol 
Schreiber at 277 3235 or 287-2532 
for more 
information.
 
Part4Inia. Full time
 10 Key 
operators for tax mason, In 
tervfewIng now Tax Corporation 
of America 1060 MMIIIIIMa 294 
3613.2943134. 
GARDENER 
HANDYMAN.
 S3.50 
NW. Work 4 
hours  every other 
Sunday 
morning, cutting grass, 
trimming  hedges. etc. Steady 
job. 298 
4900
 
Mrs.
 Emm. 
Addressers Wanted Immediately! 
Work at home no experience 
necessary 
excellent
 pay. Write 
American 
Service,
 8350 Park 
Lane, Suite
 127, Dallas, TX 
75231.  
PHOTOGRAPHERS  WANTED 
Freelance and students who are 
SERIOUSLY
 interested in 
starling to D.R.S. Box 2612 
Santa Clara. 
95051,  or call 247 
3466 
ART 
SALES.  Part-flme 
Retail
 Art 
Sales. Art exp,
 helpful, but will 
train. San Jose Art, Paint and 
Wall 
Co. 87 Valley Fair, San 
Jose.
 
PEOPLE HELPERS!! 
Kele 
is your chance to use 
classroom
 knowledge In the real 
world and apply your 
skills  in a 
meaningful 
way. Develop your 
one to one relationship 
and 
group skills while 
enchancing  
personal growth 
and  satisfac 
lion.  Make an Individual impact 
while 
serving a real need in the 
community. Earn 1 3 units of 
credit while gaining valuable 
experience for 
job  and grad 
school application. Call 
Judy at 
SCALE 277 2189 for more in 
formation.  
Experienced person needed
 to work 
in restaurant section of Sun 'n 
Soil 
Natural  Foods Please 
contact  Sue Ann or Ron for 
more  
information at 287 8887. 
Wanted Student 
to live M. 
Rm./Board/Sm. 
Salary  
in 
return for child care and It. 
hsewk.  Own transportation 
reg'd. Non Smoker. Mt. View. 
961 1314 
housing 
SJSU: 3 bdrm.
 Victorian duplex. 
Upper Unit, 
Completely  
remodeled,
 AEK, built in 
vacuum,
 forced air, own 
utility 
rm. 1,000 sq. ft. $300/mo. 712 S. 
2nd. 377
 69911. 
MOTHER OLSON'S 
Two Houses across 
st. from 
campus, 
kitchen,  facilities, linen 
and maid/serv.. T.V. parking 
everything  furnished.
 
$30 per
 
wk. share,
 
850 
wk.  single, 122 N. 
Ilth st. 279 9504. 
SAN JOSE 
RESIDENCE  CLUB 
Great 
guys and gals, kitchen 
facilities, game room, color TV 
linen and maid 'cry fireplace, 
courtyard, parking.
 
532 per wk. 
share, $55 single. 202 S 
11th St 
call first 293 7374. 
STUDENT HOUSING 135 MO. 
RM/BD 1 bik, 
from campus. 
GOOD FOOD: Study hours 
279 
9473.
 155 S. llth 
Male. 
I arn a 
Bio.  Sri major looking for a 
reasonably  quiet 
place  to live in 
the Santa Clara 
Sunnyvale
 
Cupertino 
areas. I prefer a 
non  
smoking
 (anything)
 en 
vironment. I atn 
responsible  and 
will 
do my share of house 
keeping,  etc. 
Maximum  rent 
i 
can pay 
is S165. If interested,
 
call 
249  2850 M 1 IN 
T F 3 10 
P.M. 
or 241 5012 
weekends  Ask 
for  Brian. 
2 
Fem. share 3 
bedroom 
home
 turn 
yd. f.p gd. location,
 
respond  to 
Chloe 
266 611113 call in 
afternoons 
Free
 room and 
board for 
right  
student. 
For  company 
and 
friendship
 for older Professional
 
man. Active
 and Involved 
in 
Business and 
Community.  Eve 
and weekends
 247 7723. 
Roommate  needed for 3 
bedroom 
house Half 
block from 
Duncan
 
Hall 5120.00
 per month. plus 
81133 deposit Male or 
Female
 
Contact
 Jole or Woody.
 work 
277 2249 home 293 
6094
 
Female
 roommate needed to share 3 
bed 
2 bah apt 6100 
per month 
plus  one third 
utilities
 15 min. 
from school nice 
area 267 9909 
personals 
Give 
the 
gilt 
only you
 can give
 
to
 
your lover On Valentne's
 Day. 
Beautiful color 
portrait
 by John. 
One color 
8010
 portrait in 
time
 
for 
Valentine's
 Day. 
Only
 825. 
Call  John at 
269-7937. 
Seeking
 a female 
companion to 
live 
with a 
nice, 
handicapped
 man.
 
And 
hoping 
the woman
 would
 
like
 a longterm 
relationship
 I 
live near 
campus  and my 
phone 
number  
is
 2911 
2300.  
Prof.
 Exp, 
Typist.  Fast,
 accurate.
 
reasonable.
 IBM Selectric II 
252 8058.
 
UNWANTED
 
HAIR  
REMOVED
 
PERMANENTLY.
 Renee 
Towers 
State  Licensed,
 
Registered
 
Electrologist.
 12 yrs.
 
experience. 
Complimentary
 
consultatiOn.  
Located  Off 
S. 
Bascom on Stokes
 
Sc
 
apPt. 295 
5911 
services  
TYPING -ACCURACY,
 
NEATNESS. and 
DEADLINES 
GUARANTEED.
 Experienced 
In 
Masters,
 
Reports,
 Disser 
tenons. Approved by San Jose 
State 
University  Graduate 
Department. IBM Sel. II. South 
San Jose Blossom Valley Area. 
Janet. 227 9525. 
Looking
 for a Wedding 
Photographer?  Images by John 
are expressions of love: soft, 
elegant 
and 
understood
 
by 
everyone!
 For the finest wed 
ding photography, call John at 
269-7937.
 
EXPERT TYPING 20 years 
experience. IBM Correcting 
Selectric Term papers,  theses. 
reports. manuscripts. 
etc.  (On 
Graduate 
Typist List) Call 
Kathie Blossom Hill Area 578 
1216, 
earn
 9pM 
Expert typing and proofreading
 of 
term papers etc. fast 
service  
SI/Ixi
 
Sheila
 2199129 
104.
 
.........
 
Mature Babysitter available in 
S.J.S.0 
area Part time 
References. Debbie 292 7110 
TYPO 
GRAPHICS,  INC.
 
Writing and editing
 resumes. 
Medical/Legal
 typing  and trans.
 
Publications/Brochures.
 
Term papers. 
10 percent discount
 to
 
students with 
student ID cards. 
For appointment  
call: 
2971954.
 
Prof. Exp. 
Tylst.
 Fast, accurate. 
reasonable.
 
IBM 
Selectric
 I 
252 8058 
Lernke'S  Typing Service 
Student
 
Rates  292 4720 
Typing thesis, term papers, 
etc  
experienced and last Phone
 269 
8674 
travel 
CHARTER
 FLIGHTS 1979... We 
represent all charter 
operators:  
LONDON I inc Iding Laker). 
PARIS.. 
FRANKFURT..
 
DUSSELDORF (Amsterdem's
 
new
 
gateway)..
 
ZURICH COPENHAGEN.
 G 
ENEVA.. SHANNON.,  
BRUSSELS -MADRID.. MIL 
AN.. YUGOSLAVIA.. 
LIMA,  
PERU (SOUTH AMERICA). 
COSTA RICA.. JAMICA..
 RIO 
DeJANEIRO., HONG
 KONG.,  
TEL 
AVIV.. MANILA.. 
TOKYO..  AUSTRALIA.. 
TAIPEI.. SIGNAPORE.,
 
HONOLULU.. NEW 
YORK  
CITY.. 
Plus student flights 
throughout Asia.
 Africa and the 
Middle
 East.. 
international
 
Student Identity 
Card  issuance.. 
Eurail, Student Rand 
and 
Brinell
 passes.. Youth 
Hostel  
cards.. 
Overseas
 
job
 
placement..
 U.S.A.. 
CANADA  
and 
MEXICO  TRAVEL.. Hard 
to find Travel 
books.  Luggage 
Maps..  backpacks 
and other 
travel aids.. Trip 
and Travel 
Planning 
Company 
(charter 
Travel 
specialists)  444
 E. Wm. 
Street
 (blocks from
 Togo's) San 
Jose, CA. 95112,  293 1613 
Mon 
Fri 96
 Sat 
10
 3 
4 
..............
 
.. 
SEND 
YOUR 
VALENTINE'S
 DAY 
MESSAGE
 
THROUGH
 
THE  CLASSIFIEDS. 
Valentine's  Day
 Special 
3 PM. 
Monday  
deadline
 
ONE 
DOLLAR  
3 LINES 
t.
 
 
RATES --
fern 
add, 
Ono
 Two 
Three  Foto Fire hone 
day 
days 
days days
 days 
day 
St 50 2 
00 2 25 
2 40 2 50 
35 
200 00 250
 
279
 
290 300 
33559 
250 300 325 
340
 350 
300 750 
375 
.550
 400 35 
E . n additional line add 
50 50 
50 50
 
917 
Ihef k a Classtht anon 
Announcements
 
AutOrnOtivp 
for 
Sale 
Wanton  !Mee Imes One
 Day 
Semester
 roe/at/woes,
 $25 00 
Help 
Wanted  
LOSI 
MOO  
Found
 
Personals
 
Services 
Travel 
Stereo 
s 
Print Your 
Ad
 Here: 
icnunt
 
apomiiimateir
 10 
letter%
 
Anti
 ,Oht 
es  
.ts   
Ii,,
 
insect
 5 _ 
SEND 
CHECK,  MONEY 
ORDER  
OR 
CASH  
TO:  
SPARTAN
 
DAILY
 
CLASSIFIED  
SAN 
JOSE
 
STATE  
UNIVERSITY
 
SAN 
JOSE.
 
CALIFORNIA
 
95114  
 needlin
 two 
days
 
0"., to 
Public..." 
 Conserut vo put:vacation dates only 
 No 
re ..... on r enrolled
 ads 
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'Ethnic
 
Studies  
first
 
to 
go
 
Continued from Page 1 
process of 
finding  alter-
natives to the 
inevitable. 
The 
worst 
that 
will 
happen,"  
he 
said,  
"is  the 
shutting  
down 
of 
various  
departments
 
such  
as 
humanities,
 
liberal
 
studies  
and 
history
 
" 
The ethnic studies 
departments 
will be the 
first
 to go 
because
 they 
seem to 
be the :east im-
portant
 and 
least 
necessary
 on 
campus,"
 
Lou 
said. 
"But,"  he said,
 -these 
classes
 are 
important 
because they 
deal with 
human 
beings,  
not  
machines. 
"And in the
 end, it is 
humans 
who  will 
suffer."   
Trial gets 
$ 
1 
stakes
 
SAN FRANCISCO 
1AP - San Francisco 
firefighters are selling 
raffle tickets to assist the 
family of Dan
 White, - 
aaecused 
of killing Mayor 
George Moscone and a city 
supervisor, according
 to a 
published repoet. 
The San 
Francisco 
Chronical said in Friday's 
editions that the raffle is 
being conducted quietly 
and that tickets are selling 
for $1 each 
SMA°isAI!
 
IT 
RGHl
 
T 
CcloApi:AtTig
 
HsEYsinfr,
 
t
 
X-  
dit 
!Communist
 
youth  
rally  
attracts
 
300  to S.U. 
photo by Heidi Hansen
 
An angry crowd  of about
 300 SJSU students
 gathered 
around Revolutionary
 
Communist 
Brigade  members Peter Stevens and Sharon Yuki, on the west 
side of the Student Union 
building  yesterday, to "discuss" the pros and 
cons of communism  
and  democracy. 
Accessibility
 
problems 
arise
 
Disabled
 
face
 barrier
 
By Patrick 
McGreevy 
bathroom 
stalls,  ramps, 
A 
program 
designed  to 
accessible 
telephones 
and  
make 
campus 
buildings  
water  
fountains,
 stair -lifts 
and 
facilities  
accessible
 to and
 five new 
elevators 
the handicapped 
is running 
have
 already 
been
 com-
into obstacles, 
according
 to pleted. 
Mary Rogers, 
SJSU
 "It's 
extremely
 ex
-
Disabled
 
Services  coor- pensive," 
Rogers  said. 
dina tor. "The 
remodeling 
that 
Proposition
 13, high 
needs  to 
be
 done,
 ex
-
prices 
and lack of 
pecially  for 
the  elevators, 
cooperation by the state is the most 
expensive.  The 
government
 threaten to 
buildings on 
campus
 are 
keep SJSU from 
meeting old. You run into problems 
the deadline set by the whenever you
 start fooling 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 
around with old buildings." 
Rogers
 said. The 
cost
 of the 
Work  to make the 
required
 improvements in 
campus 
more
 accessible is the 
future  will be enor-
nearly  completed,
 ac- mous, she 
said.  
cording to 
Rogers,
 but time 
The 
cost  for two 
and 
money  are 
running
 out, 
elevators,  to be 
built  in the 
''We're 
almost  
Physical  
Edcation
 and 
finished,"
 Rogers 
said, " 
Recreation  
building,  is set 
but 
because
 of  
Proposition  
at
 $300,000. 
13 we 
aren't getting
 the 
It will cost
 $200,000 for 
state  money we 
need this two 
pool lifts and 
to make 
year. Who 
knows  what will the 
Radio -TV control
 
happen next 
year?"  studios 
accessible,
 $400,000 
So far, $1.5 million has will be spent. 
been 
spent to 
improve
 
"It sounds ridiculous 
to 
campus accessibility, spend $40,000 to build a 
according 
to
 Rogers. 
cement 
ramp,"
 she said, 
Curb cuts, special 
"You'd  think you could just 
pour  the 
cement  
and
 that's 
it, 
but  it isn't 
that
 easy." 
"The 
problem  is at 
the  
state 
level,"  she 
said. 
SJSU 
sends 
requests
 
for 
money 
to
 the 
chan-
cellor's 
office,
 who in 
turn 
sends 
the 
combined
 
requests 
of all 
of the 
California 
State 
University  
and 
Colleges  to 
the  
Governor. 
Because of 
Proposition
 
13, 
requests  have 
been 
chopped 
in half, 
Rogers  
said.  "It's up 
to Governor
 
Brown 
whether 
we
 com-
plete our 
program 
by
 the 
1980  deadline." 
Because  
of the 
Proposition 
13 cutbacks, 
Rogers  doesn't 
feel the 
deadline 
will be met by 
very
 many 
schools.  
"The federal
 govern-
ment will have 
to
 recognize 
the problems
 of all cam-
puses," 
she  said. 
"We
 will 
have
 to ask for 
an ex-
tension 
of two 
to
 three 
years." 
Jack Hall,  
president  of 
the 
SJSU Disabled
 
Student's 
Association, 
agrees with 
Rogers.
 
"No way," 
Hall said. 
"We just aren't getting 
Another 
problem
 that 
enough money fast enough 
has been discovered is that 
to 
meet  the requirements 
the bathrooms in 
the  
by 1980." 
library can't be enlarged 
Hall,
 
an
 
Ad'
 for 
handicapped students 
ministration  of Justice 
because
 the wall to be 
senior, 
and 
a paraplegic
 
knocked  
out is part of the 
since  1963,
 
believes  
major
 support beam of the 
however,
 
that
 SJSU 
is 
building, Rogers said. 
more  accessible than most 
The new library will 
be
 
campuses,
 
totally accessible, she said. 
"It's one of the best,"
 
Despite 
these  
he said. 
"That's
 one reason
 
problems,  there is a 
why 
I came 
here."
 
general feeling of content 
Jeanne Hamilton, a 
among  the 361 handicapped 
health 
science
 graduate
 
students at SJSU, Hall 
student who is also con- said. 
fined 
to a wheelchair, 
Meanwhile, work 
agrees 
with hall, 
continues
 to meet the 
"I went to a deadline. The men's 
community college that showers below the pool are 
was built within the last being remoldeled
 and an 
two 
years,"
 Hamilton
 said, 
elevator
 in the faculty 
"and you had to have on offices is nearing corn -
turbojets to get up  the pletion. 
ramps, they were
 so 
"Governor Brown
 had 
steep." 
better shape up," 
Rogers 
Hamilton does think 
said,
 "or we'll
 all be in 
there 
are  still some
 
trouble." 
problems
 at 
SJSU.  The 
Hall recommends
 that 
Health 
Science  Building 
is 
concerned
 students write 
unaccessible,
 she 
said.  
the legislature. "Let them 
According  
to
 Rogers 
the  
know how you feel,"
 he 
building couldn't withstand
 
siad. 
remodeling. 
"It's  too old," 
she said.
 
spartaguide
 
Career 
Planning
 and 
Placement  
will hold 
a 
government  
engineering
 
reception  
from  3 to 5 
today 
in the 
S.U. 
Guadalupe  
Room. All 
students, 
faculty 
and staff
 are 
encouraged
 to 
meet 
with  federal
 agency 
representatives  
for in-
formation
 
concerning  
engineering  
career 
op-
portunities.
 
Refreshments
 
will 
be
 served. 
Call Cheryl
 
Allrnen,  
277-2816,
 for 
more  
information.  
   
Operation
 SHARE
 
will  
hold
 an 
orientation
 
from  
9:30  to 
10:30 
today 
in the 
S.U. 
Almaden
 
Room.  
In-
formation  
on all 
schools
 
from
 K-12
 where 
tutors 
are 
placed.
 Also
 
includes  
juvenile  
court
 
schools,  
handicapped,
 
Native  
American,
 
bi-lingual.
 
Call 
Richard  Na 
jar, 
277-3257  
for 
more  
information.
 
   
Rio
 
Photo  
Club 
host a slide 
presentation
 
given by Dr. Hutton
 on his 
travels in New 
Guinea at 
1:30 
p.m. Tuesday in 
Duncan Hall, room 246. 
Call Ellen Frank,
 289-9966 
for further 
information.
 
   
Career
 
Planning  
and 
Placement
 will 
host 
government
 
engineering
 
recruitment day 
from
 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m.,
 Tuesday in 
the 
lobby of 
the 
Engineering 
Buildling.  All 
faculty, staff 
and students 
are invited to 
meet with 
representatives
 from more 
than 20 
federal
 agencies for 
information on 
engineering  
career 
opportunities.
 Call 
277-2816 for 
more in-
formation. 
   
MEChA 
"Nuestra  
Tierra" 
will 
hold
 a 
newspaper
 meeting 
at 
12:30 p.m. Tuesday
 in the 
S.U. Montalvo Room. 
   
Pre-Law 
Association  
will  hold its 
first  semester 
meeting  at 3 
p.m.
 Tuesday 
in the 
S.U. Costanoan
 
Room.  Guest speaker 
will 
be Richard 
Titus, Santa 
Clara 
County 
deputy 
district 
attorney.
 For 
further  information
 call 
Terry Finn, 279-9397.
 
   
Afro-American
 
Studies  
Department
 will show 
the 
film 
"Attica"
 from 
2 until 8 
p.m., 
Tuesday in 
the 
Business 
Classrooms,  
room 
14. The 
film is a 
documentary
 of New 
York  
State 
penitentiary  
riot 
which 
focused 
national 
attention
 on 
role
 of prison
 
Engineering
 & 
Computer
 
Science
 
Majors  
WATCH  
FOR  
THE
 
HUGHES 
RECRUITER
 VISITING
 
YOUR
 
CAMPUS
 
SOON.
 
Contact
 
your
 placement 
office  
for
 
interview  dates. 
HUGHES
 
' 
011610110  
now 
wafte  onr,rWwo.c  
personnel on inmate 
conflict
 and subsequent 
effects in the black com-
munity. Call  Dr. Maria 
Smallwood, 277-2721 for 
more information. 
   
Psychology Depart-
ment needs volunteers for 
a 
study which is being 
conducted to discover the 
effects
 of cigarette 
smoking on learning and 
memory. Five 
hours  of 
credit points for 
Psychology 5 
and  55 
classes. Call Mike Guista, 
293-3599 for more in-
formation. 
Students
 who wish to 
have their residence status 
for tuition 
purposes  
changed for spring 1979 
semester may pick up 
request forms at the
 Office 
of Admissions. 
All requests must 
be 
received by 
Feb.
 16, 1979 to 
be considered for spring 
semester. 
All 
students
 who have 
had their immigration 
status changed 
must
 report 
their  new status to Office 
of
 
Admissions,  Library 
North, room
 103. Call 
Shirley, 
277-3261  for more 
information. 
By Carol
 Magnuson 
The
 west side of the 
Student
 Union 
was the 
scene of 
a rally Friday 
when a crowd
 of about 300 
st.:dents 
gathered to 
listen 
and 
hold
 a noon -time 
"discussion"
 of 
Revolutionary
 Communist
 
Youth  
Brigade
 doctrine,
 
versus 
student 
opinion.
 
The 
"discussion'  
became 
at times, a 
heated
 
debate
 between 
proponents 
of 
"communism,"
 versus 
proponents
 
of 
"democracy."
 
The  
demonstration  
was 
precipitated
 by the
 arrest 
of five 
RCYB members
 
during  a 
similar  
demon-
stration
 on 
Feb. 1. 
However,
 all 
five  of  the 
members
 have
 been 
released 
on their
 own 
recognizance.
 
The members of the 
Youth Brigade 
marched  
around campus carrying 
signs which read, 
"Political power grows out 
of the barrel of a 
gun," and 
"Mao says 'its right to 
rebel,' Capitalist system, 
go to hell." A third sign 
asked for the
 freedom of 
the five arrested members. 
Brigade  
members  
Peter 
Stevens  and 
Sharon  
Uki were 
plying
 the crowd 
while students
 gathered in 
a 
tight  circle 
around
 them. 
During the entire rally 
and discussion, the brigade 
members were 
challenged 
by students to defend their 
words, and to answer 
specific quesitons. Many 
jeered the members, and 
threats were heard. 
Approximately 15 
minutes after
 the Youth 
Brigade assembled, 
several 
studetns  observing 
COMING
 TO MORRIS
 DAILEY 
fLitarileft
 
February 14- 
PRETTY  BABY 
March 1 
& 
2-
 CLOSE 
ENCOUNTERS  
OF
 THE THIRD 
KIND  
Four  
big  
showings
 
March  14-
 THE 
CHEAP 
DETECTIVE
 
All 
movies  
shown 
at 7 
&10  p.m 
Admission  
- STILL 
ONLY  
$1.00  
An 
Associated  
Students  
Program 
Board 
Presentations
 
from  the balcony 
of the 
Student 
Union building 
began
 to sing "God
 Bless 
America."  
The 
general reaction of 
the students to the 
rally 
was  negative.
 
Human  
Performance  
sophomore
 
Neil  Beltran
 
said, "They
 only say
 about 
their 
system 
what  they
 
want  to 
saythey  
leave  out 
the 
bad  
points."
 
Beltran  
had talked
 to a 
brigade 
member
 and 
said that 
the 
member 
refused  to 
answer 
any of 
his 
questions.  
The march ended at 
approximately  12:25 p.m. 
and the crowd 
dispersed 
quickly.
 University Police 
Sgt. William Correll, who 
followed the 
demonstration  
along with 
three  other 
plainclothes policemen 
said, "I was getting con 
cerned because emotion 
were getting very close t, 
the surfa,e." 
However,
 he 
added 
that he 
didn't 
think  that 
violence
 would
 
have
 
erupted,  
despite the
 at-
mosphere
 there. 
Angelo's
 
Bakery
 
 
Italian
 
American
 
pastries
 
 
bread
 
 
sandwiches
 
78E.
 
Santa
 
Clara
 
295-0394
 
10%  
off  
to
 
students
 
Eat  
Early,
 
Eat  
Late
 
And
 
Save!
 
Eat a 
little  earlier or 
later and 
you'll  save 
up 
to 25% off 
our  regular 
menu prices.
 Save 
$1.00 on 
each 
complete
 dinner 
entree. 
Save
 
50c on 
all  sandwiches, 
omelettes and 
salad.s. 
Prices  reduced 
every day 
during  Early 
Bird/ 
Night Owl 
hours:  3-5:30 p.m. 
and  8:30-10:00 
p.m. 
(until 10:30 p.m.
 Friday and 
Saturday).  
It's our 
way  of 
introducing
 you to the 
natural 
goodness Si 
the newest Good
 Earth Restaurant
 in 
Santa 
Clara.  Same 
great  quality 
and
 abundant 
portions.  No 
coupons
 necessary. 
Not  valid at our 
Cupertino
 and Palo Alto 
restaurants or for 
take-
out orders. 
the 
goo 
eart
 
II
 bite i.1
 pille delight
 (II lb 
Santa Clara 
27(15
 The Alameda 
084-0%0
 
(Near Univ. of Santa 
Clara mile front 
tety 17) 
I;tunl  Vartit Restaurants.
 
,44 . 
° r.) 
FARLYBIRD/NIGHTML
 
SPECIALS
 
REPRESENTATIVES
 
FROM  MANY 
GOVERNMENT
 
AGENCIES
 WILL 
BE ON 
CAMPUS
 
TO 
INTERVIEW  
STUDENTS
 AND
 
GRADUATING
 SENIORS  IN ENGINEERING
 
TUESDAY,
 
FEBRUARY
 
13, 
1979
 
SCHOOL
 OF 
ENGINEERING
 
LOBBY  
9am 
- 4pm 
DROP IN FOR
 A CHAT AND 
A CUP OF 
COFFEE.  BRING 
A RESUME, IF 
AVAILABLE, 
NO 
APPOINTMENT  
NECESSARY. 
LEARN 
ABOUT  CHALLENGING
 ENGINEERING
 CAREERS
 ON THE WEST 
COAST, 
THROUGHOUT  
THE
 NATION AND 
WORLDWIDE. 
PLAN TO TALK 
WITH ONE OR 
MORE 
REPRESENTATIVES
 
FROM 
SUCH 
ORGANIZATIONS  
AS:  
US 
GEOLOGICAL  SURVE 
MAI E 
ISLAND  NAVAL
 SHIPYARD 
vALLEJO 
CA
 
NAS1 
AEIES  RESEARCH 
CENTER MOFFETT
 FIELD CA 
EDWARDS 
AIR  FORCE BASE
 CA 
CALIFORNIA 
STATE  
PERSONNEL  BOARD 
NAVAL 
WEAPONS STATION
 
SEAL 
BEACH CA 
BUREAU OF 
RECLAMATION 
US 
COMMUNICATION!,
 COMMAND FORT HuACHUCA IARIZONA1 
NAVAL
 ELECTRONIC 
SYSTEMS
 ENGINEERING CENTER SAN DIEGO  
CA
 
FEDERAL AVIATION
 ADMINISTRATION 
NAVAL 
WEAPONS
 STATION
 CONCORD CA 
SUPERVISOR  OF 
SHIPBUILDING  SAN 
FRANCISCO
 
CA 
ARMY 
MATERIEL
 COMMAND 
IDARCOM) 
NAVAL SHIP WEAPON SYSTEMS
 ENGINEERING STATION PORT HUENEME
 CA 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
 (CAL TRANS)
 
CO
-SPONSORED  BY YOUR:
 
Career 
Planning  & Placement Center 
and 
the 
Public  Service  Careers Council 
NAVAL FACILITIES 
ENGINEERING  COMMAND. SAN 
BRUNO.
 CA 
NAVAL 
WEAPONS  CENTER 
CHINA  LAKE GA 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
 
LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD CA 
CORPS
 OF ENGINEERS 
PACIFIC MISSILE TEST
 CENTER,  PT MUGU. CA 
FOREST SERVICE CALIFORNIA REGION
 
SPACE A 
MISSILE
 TEST CENTER
 
vANDENBERG  AIR FORCE 
BASE CA 
NAVAL AIR REWORK FACILITY 
ALAMEDA  CA 
ARMY AVIATION ENGINEERING FLIGHT 
ACTIVITY  EDWARDS CA 
CIVIL ENGINEERING
 
LAB PORT HUENEME. CA 
NAVAL PLANT 
REPRESENTATIVE  
OFFICE SUNNYVALE CA 
NAVAL SEA SUPPORT
 CENTER:PACIFIC.
 SAN 
DIEGO  CA 
NAVY PUBLIC WORKS CENTER. SAN FRANCISCO 
BAY  AREA 
NATIONAL OCEANIC
 
& 
ATMOSPHERIC
 ADMINISTRATION
 (NOAA). 
BOULDER CO 
FLEET  ANALYSIS
 CENTER CORONA
 CA 
RECEPTION
 FOR 
THE  
ENGINEERING  
FACULTY
 
AND 
STUDENTS
 ON THE
 
PRECEDING
 
DAY  
3-5 pm 
Guadalupe
 
Room
 
Student Union 
Monday, 
February  12, 
1979 
AN 
EQUAL
 
OPPORTUNITY
 EMPLOYER 
M/F  
GOVERNMENT
 
AGENCIES
 ARE EQUAL
 OPPORTUNITY
 EMPLOYERS
 
